AGENDA

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Monday, January 17, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww54/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

INTRODUCTIONS Introduction of Committee Members
Introduction of Senate Page Aurelia Anderson,
Rigby, Idaho
GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial
APPOINTMENT:
Appointment of Nancy A. Baskin to the Idaho
Judicial Council to Complete Judge Brudie's
term expiring on June 30, 2025.
RULES REVIEW

Overview of Upcoming Rules Review

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Thayn

Vice Chairman Ricks
Sen Lodge

Sen Zito
Sen Burgoyne

Sen Lee

Sen Wintrow

Sen Anthon

Nancy A. Baskin,
District Judge of the
Fourth Judicial District
in Ada County

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
Email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, January 17, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Lodge, Lee, Thayn, Zito,
Burgoyne, and Wintrow

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senator Anthon

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:32 p.m.

INTRODUCTION:

Chairman Lakey welcomed Aurelia Anderson as page for the Committee and
asked her to tell the Committee about herself. She said she liked to longboard
and refinish furniture. Aurelia is from Rigby, Idaho, and wants to become
a forensic psychologist. Chairman Lakey asked Aurelia how she became
interested in the page program. She responded that she spent a week at the
Capitol last year watching the session and decided it would be fun and interesting
to have this opportunity.

GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Idaho Judicial Council Appointment
APPOINTMENT
of Nancy A. Baskin to the Idaho Judicial Council to complete Judge
HEARING:
Brudie's term expiring on June 30, 2025. Nancy A. Baskin, Boise, Idaho,
gave a brief overview of her 30 years of experience practicing law. She stated
she understands the value of having the most qualified candidates to sit as
judges. She feels her service in this position is a way to give back and serve
the community. Judge Baskin explained to the Committee that she has had
experiences with all types of people and cases. She has handled litigation from
contract disputes to a death penalty case. Her decisions, as a judge, are based
on applying the law as she interprets it. Judge Baskin stated she was committed
to allocating the time required for this position and she has a sincere interest in
getting the best candidates as positions open. She is familiar with the demands
placed on judges and recognizes the importance of judges being respectful to
everyone in the court room.
RULES REVIEW:

Overview of Upcoming Rules Review. Vice Chairman Ricks stated there were
some rules from the Public Defense Commission that were carry overs from
last year. He indicated that Executive Director Elliott would contact Committee
members to discuss her position on those rules.

INTRODUCTION:

Chairman Lakey introduced Judge Juneal Kerrick, and said she will be taking
the position held by Judge Barry Wood in working with the Legislature. Judge
Kerrick stated she had been a judge for 30 years and an educator in the Judicial
Courts. She indicated that she was honored to serve in her current capacity, to
have had her career, and now the opportunity to give back.

ADJOURNED:

Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at 2:03 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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AGENDA

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Wednesday, January 19, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww54/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

GUBERNATORIAL Vote on the Appointment of Nancy A. Baskin to
APPOINTMENT
the Idaho Judicial Council to Complete Judge
VOTE:
Brudie's term expiring June 30, 2025
Eric Fredericksen,
Director, Idaho State
Appellate Public
Defender

PRESENTATION

Office of the State Appellate Public Defender &
Idaho Criminal Justice Division - 2022 Update

PRESENTATION

The Impact of Illicit Drugs on Idaho Communities Dr. Matthew Cox,
by Medical and Law Enforcement Professionals Medical Director, St.
Luke's Children at Risk
Evaluation Services
(CARES)

PRESENTATION

Continued - The Impact of Illicit Drugs

Joe Andreoli,
Sergeant, Boise
Police Department

PRESENTATION

Continued - The Impact of Illicit Drugs

Gary Dawson, PHD
Pharmacologist and
Ada County Deputy
Sheriff

Public Testimony Will Be Taken by Registering Through the Following Link:
Registry to Testify
If you have written testimony, please provide a copy to the committee secretary.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Thayn

Vice Chairman Ricks
Sen Lodge

Sen Zito
Sen Burgoyne

Sen Lee

Sen Wintrow

Sen Anthon

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
Email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, January 19, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Thayn, Zito,
Burgoyne, and Wintrow

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senator Lee

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

INTRODUCTION: Chairman Lakey asked Senator Anthon to introduce his legislative extern.
Senator Anthon introduced Josh Scholer and stated that Josh is in his third year
of law school. He indicated that Josh would be available to do legal research and
help both the majority and minority Senate members.
Senator Anthon introduced Bruce Hossfeld, the mayor of Paul, Idaho in
attendance.
VOTE ON
Senator Burgoyne moved to send the Gubernatorial Appointment of Nancy A.
GUBERNATORIAL Baskin to the Idaho Judicial Council to complete Judge Brudie's term expiring
APPOINTMENT: June 30, 2025 to the floor with a recommendation that she be confirmed by the
Senate. Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
PRESENTATION: Office of the State Appellate Public Defender & Idaho Criminal Justice
Division 2022 Update. Eric Frederickson, Director, included a power point
presentation which identifies the organization and programs relating to his
department (see Attachment 1).
Senator Burgoyne questioned the reasons why a death penalty case, from
the time of sentencing to an execution, takes so long. Director Fredericksen
responded that the post-conviction process can take a long time due to several
factors. Discovery disputes can cause additional litigation, issues may be raised
later that require reevaluation and relitigating, and some times cases get to the
federal court and then are sent back to the state court to be retried. Chairman
Lakey asked for additional information on the post-conviction process, and a
rough percentage of cases remanded pursuant to post-conviction. Director
Fredericksen stated there will always be a petition for post-conviction relief in
capital cases where there is an affirmative waiver by the client. Criminal cases
have a small percentage who petition for post-conviction relief. They usually
see 100-150 cases a year. Discretionary felony and misdemeanor cases usually
do not make it to the appellate courts.
PRESENTATION: Eric Frederickson, Chair. Chair Frederickson explained that the Commission
was started in 2005 by Governor Dirk Kempthorne. The goal was to get all of the
entities and individuals who deal with criminal issues together and evaluate current
concerns and cost effective solutions for those concerns. Chair Frederickson
presented 2022 goals and objectives for the Commission (see Attachment 2).

Senator Lodge asked how many different groups were currently represented by
the Criminal Justice Commission. Chair Fredricksen estimated there were 28 or
29. Recently the U.S. Attorney's Office and a Hispanic group were added. In light
of the difficulty in participation from the tribe or the underrepresented, the citizen
numbers in those areas were increased from 2 to 3 citizens. Senator Burgoyne
complimented the Commission on the outstanding work they do. He stated that
the people who are working on these issues are working on them in good faith
and overcoming institutional differences to come up with workable solutions that
make improvements possible.
PRESENTATION: The Impact of Illicit Drugs on Idaho Communities. Dr. Matthew Cox, Medical
Director, St. Luke's Children at Risk Evaluation Services (CARES), stated that
he is a child abuse pediatrician, serves as a newborn pediatrician in Meridian,
and works with hospitalized children at St. Luke's in Boise. Dr. Cox explained
the toxic effects of illicit drug use by parents on their children. It is estimated that
one in twenty children in utero are exposed to illicit drugs and one in nine are
exposed to alcohol in utero. Evidence has shown that both of these substances
can have long term detrimental effects on children's physical and emotional
well-being and development. Complications include: prematurity, raising the risk
of long term medical complications due to early birth and, low birth weight in
utero exposure resulting in small babies who are more vulnerable. Children
who have been exposed to narcotics or opiates often have neonatal abstinence
or withdrawal symptoms. Children who have been exposed to prescription
medications that are heavily used, may have neurobehavioral symptoms as
newborns and may experience being jittery, seizures, have feeding difficulties or
GI problems. These children may be challenging to take care of. If a difficult child
is born into a vulnerable, unstable family, there is potential for negative effects.
Toxic environments can lead to direct toxic effects or intoxication. The negative
effects of parental substance abuse on children can affect them directly. The
general care of children who are vulnerable and dependent on someone who has
suffered from their own substance abuse puts the children at additional risk.
DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey questioned if children could become affected by the drugs just
by touch rather than ingesting. Dr. Cox stated that if a drug is being smoked
and the children come in contact with the affected surfaces, and touch them or
put them in their mouths, it can lead to long term exposure. The most extreme
situation is when they have become actively intoxicated. Senator Wintrow asked
what recommendation he would give to the Legislature to protect Idaho's children.
Dr. Cox responded that educating the public is important. It is necessary to
identify and define the toxic environments as a form of child abuse. It would be
helpful to make this type of distinction and get it incorporated in child protection
laws so that the public can act in protecting the affected children.
Senator Lodge inquired what types of behavior have been seen later on in
children who have been in unsafe environments. Dr. Cox explained that studies
have shown a high association with issues in their physical and mental health
into adulthood. Identifying and recognizing these experiences as toxic stressors
and intervening before the stress changes the structure of their brain is vital.
Appropriate early intervention is the way to minimize the long term effects. Dr.
Cox commented that it requires a collaboration of all the different agencies
involved working together for the betterment of Idaho's children.
Chairman Lakey asked Dr. Cox to comment on the challenges surrounding the
use of fentanyl around children. Dr. Cox stated that fentanyl is so potent it can
quickly cause respiratory arrest. It can be lethal to a child when it is used topically
on an adult and the child touches it. The substance is readily available to parents
and some times they don't even realize how potentially lethal fentanyl is.
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Chairman Lakey stated that due to illness Joe Andreoli would be unable to
present.
PRESENTATION: The Impact of Illicit Drugs on Idaho Communities. Gary Dawson, PHD
Pharmacologist and Ada County Deputy Sheriff, stated that he has an
understanding of the difficulties in the trials and tribulations associated with drug
and alcohol rehabilitation. Fentanyl presents challenges because of its potency
and rapid effects. If it isn't recognized quickly, it can be a cause of death. Narcam
became more popular as fentanyl usage increased. Users of fentanyl should have
narcam in their homes to help prevent unnecessary deaths. Fentanyl was used
for chronic pain especially in cancer patients. The supervised use of fentanyl is
not the problem. Fentanyl being sold or mixed with other drugs has increased
dramatically in the last year. Counterfeiters are capable of making fentanyl look
like other drugs and the purchasers are unaware that fentanyl is in the drug being
purchased. It is easy to overdose on fentanyl and many laboratories are not
interested in the amount being added in with other drugs. It doesn't require much
illegal fentanyl to make a big difference and laboratories are able to make big
profits at a serious risk to communities. Another serious issue is the increase in
overdose deaths. Because a small amount can cause so much harm, the effects
are being felt in the health care system. Increases in ER visits, hospitalizations,
and traffic accidents due to people driving under the influence of the drug or drugs
laced with fentanyl, are putting increased pressure on the medical profession.
The derivatives of fentanyl are readily available and easily manufactured (see
Attachment 3).
DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne questioned if fentanyl does more harm than good? Dr.
Dawson responded that in the hands of well trained practitioners, the drug is
almost a miracle and can give relief to so many pain sufferers. On the other side,
if one isn't careful with it's usage, it can get out of hand very quickly. Chairman
Lakey asked if there was anything the Legislature could do to help keep fentanyl
from being used unwisely. Dr. Fox stated there is no single answer, and it would
require many pieces working together to solve the challenges with fentanyl. He
stated that possibly earlier education about the dangers involved with drug use,
training on dealing with mental health issues relating to addiction, enforcement of
its use and post care treatment and follow-up would all be important steps to take.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at
3:00 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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AMENDED AGENDA #1

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Monday, January 24, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww54/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

DOCKET NO.:
05-0000-2100

Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule Monty Prow, Director,
Docket Nos. 05.01.02, 05.01.03, 05.01.04 and Idaho Department of
Juvenile Corrections
05.02.01

11-0000-2100

Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule Bill Gardiner, Lt.
Docket Nos. 11.03.01 through 11.13.01. Idaho Colonel, Idaho State
State Police Omnibus Rules
Police

11-1101-2100

Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule Brad Johnson,
Docket No. 11.11.01 - Police Officers Standards Administrator, POST
& Training (POST)

11-0000-2100F

Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) Proposed Rule
Docket Nos. 11.05.01 and 11.10.02

Bill Gardiner, Lt.
Colonel, Idaho State
Police

11-1001-2100F

Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) Proposed Rule Docket No. 11.10.01 - Public
Safety (ILETS)

Leila McNeill, Bureau
Chief, Criminal
Investigation, Idaho
State Police

50-0101-2100F

Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule)
- Proposed Rule Docket No. 50.01.01 Commission of Pardons & Parole

Ashley Dowell,
Executive Director,
Idaho Commission of
Pardons & Parole

21-0000-2100F

Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule)
- Proposed Rule Docket Nos. 21.01.01 and
21.01.04 - Veterans Services

Mark Tschampl,
Chief Administrator,
Idaho Department of
Veterans Services

Public Testimony Will Be Taken by Registering Through the Following Link:
Register to Testify
If you have written testimony, please provide a copy to the committee secretary.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Thayn

Vice Chairman Ricks
Sen Lodge

Sen Zito
Sen Burgoyne

Sen Lee

Sen Wintrow

Sen Anthon

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
Email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, January 24, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Lodge, Lee, Anthon, Thayn,
Zito, Burgoyne, and Wintrow

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then
be located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Ricks.

DOCKET NO.
05-0000-2100

Relating to Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule Docket
Nos. 05.01.02, 05.01.03, 05.01.04 and 05.02.01. Monty Prow, Director,
Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections, explained this docket was the
reauthorization of existing rules from the Idaho Department of Juvenile
Corrections and has been previously reviewed and approved by the
Legislature. No changes are requested.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to approve Docket No. 05-0000-2100. Senator
Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

INTRODUCTIONS:

Lt. Colonel Bill Gardiner, Deputy Director and Rules Review Officer,
Idaho State Police, introduced Major Russ Wheatley; Captain Brad Doty;
Captain Shawn Staley; Bureau Chief Leila McNeill (remote); Amy Campbell,
Sex Offender Registry Supervisor; Kathy Blades Criminal History Records
Supervisor; Matthew Gammet, Director of Forensic Services; and Sergeant
Jessie Avery with the Commercial Vehicle Safety Section.

DOCKET NO.
11-0000-2100:

Relating to notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule Docket Nos.
11.03.01, 11.06.01, 11.07.01, 11.07.02, 11.07.03, and 11.13.01. Lt. Colonel
Bill Gardiner, Deputy Director and Rules Officer, stated the dockets are
non-fee with no changes and relate to rules governing alcohol testing, asset
forfeiture reporting, motor vehicles, and motor carrier rules.
Amy Campbell, Criminal Records Section Supervisor, Idaho State Police
Sex Offender Registry, stated that Docket No. 11.10.03 has a change in §
012.06a – adding "official notification" and deleting "certified copy of a death
certificate." This change would allow the Registry staff to remove a deceased
offender from the Registry based on notification from other official sources,
including a certified copy of a death certificate. The second change is in
§ 012.06 adding, "Pursuant to § 18-8310(1)(a), Idaho Code, any periods of
supervised release, probation or parole without revocation references the
offense(s) outlined in Idaho Code 18-8310(1)(d)." This is to clarify which
supervised release, probation or parole would qualify an individual to be
granted relief from registering as a sex offender in Idaho and clarifies that
the unrevoked supervision, probation or parole must be from the offense or
offenses that the subject was required to register as a sex offender.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to approve Docket 11-0000-2100. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
11-1101-2100

Relating to Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking - Proposed Rule Docket No.
11.11.01 - Police Officers Standards & Training (POST). Brad Johnson,
Administrator, POST, stated the docket contains several cleanup changes and
four substantive changes. 1) The rule is being changed from a fee to non
fee rule. 2) The addition of biannual minimum mandatory in-service training
subjects and hours as approved by the POST Council in June 2021. They
include 8 hours of firearm training, 8 hours of defensive tactics, 4 hours
emergency vehicle operations and 4 hours of legal updates. 3) Additional
guidance and clarification for the procedure of the decertification rules and
processes. 4) Adds violation of the Controlled Substances Act while employed
as an officer as grounds for mandatory decertification. It has always been a
disqualifier for certification but it was discretionary for employed officers. This
change would make it mandatory.

DISCUSSION:

A lengthy discussion was held regarding various aspects of these rule
changes/additions. Senators Burgoyne, Lee, Anthon, Wintrow, Zito and
Chairman Lakey participated in the discussion. Concerns included due
process for police officers, clarification made to determine whether the drug
code was violated without either a charge or a conviction, and a need for
a concise definition of "public safety" and positions which fall under that
category. Officer Johnson responded to each specific concern. Chairman
Lakey summarized the questioning stating that the rules didn't articulate the
process well and the rule changes are clarifying the process. Officer Johnson
said that was correct.
Senator Burgoyne stated that he was not comfortable with a rule that purports
to set out a standard when there is not a definite definition given. Senator
Wintrow asked if there were any organizations who came forth with concerns
about the rule. Officer Johnson said there was an individual who represented
Idaho Home School. They met with him and agreed, going forward, to work
harder to address some of the home school applicant's issues. Senator
Burgoyne stated that the language in this rule is ambiguous, and he is not
comfortable with the way it is written. Senator Zito commented that she was
uncomfortable with the rule for two reasons. The first is who can make the
charge against the officer and the second is why would someone be punished
for something they didn't do, if it was never proven that they did it.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to approve Docket 11-1101-2100 with the
exception of § 110.01.d. Senator Thayn seconded the motion.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to approve Docket No. 11-1101-2100 in its entirety.
Senator Anthon seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey commented that everyone should be held to the same
standard. However, the standard changes in a criminal case where you are
removing someone's liberty versus a civil determination regarding employment.
As other state's standards come into play, determining the standard becomes
more complex. Chairman Lakey stated he would vote in favor of the substitute
motion.
Senator Lee stated she believes there are concerns with this legislation but
she is in favor of getting it approved, watching to see what happens with it, and
moving forward on it again next year.
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Senator Anthon said the biggest risk with this rule is the potential for a lawsuit.
He agrees with Senator Lee that there needs to be something in law stating
that police officers don't use drugs and they don't deal drugs. He stated that he
would encourage some rewriting and clarifying language.
Senator Burgoyne stated he would vote in opposition to the motion. He
commented he does not think the potential injustices or problems with the rule
being interpreted more broadly than it is intended will be seen.
Senator Wintrow added she has concerns about the mandatory
decertification. She said she would prefer to give the Council the discretion to
make the ultimate decision.
SUBSTITUTE
MOTION VOTE:

The vote to approve Substitute Motion was taken and passed by voice vote.
Senators Burgoyne, Thayn, and Wintrow voted in the negative and asked to
be recorded as such.

DOCKET NO.
11-0000-2100F

Relating to Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) - Proposed Rule
Docket Nos. 11.05.01 and 11.10.02 . Lt. Colonel Bill Gardiner, Idaho State
Police, explained that rules governing alcoholic beverage control and those
governing a State criminal history record have no changes.

DOCKET NO:
11-1001-2100F

Relating to Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) - Proposed Rule
Docket No. 11.10.01. Lelia McNeill, Bureau Chief, Criminal Investigation,
Idaho State Police (ILETS), explained that ILETS accesses a wide range of
information through the Nlets network. It operates as an international system
and network and is the only provider of this capability in the United States. The
system user/access fees paid by state users for services rendered, funds
all operations of the system and network and are set by the Principal (state)
membership once a year at the Nlets Annual Business Meeting. § 018.02a and
b change the annual access fees for county or municipal level agencies from
$5,000 annually to $5,425. The state, federal and tribal agencies will increase
from $8,750 annually to $9,000. These fees are required to keep Idaho a part
of the Nlets network (see Attachment 1).

MOTION:

Senator Wintrow moved to approve Docket No. 11-1001-2100F. Senator
Lodge seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
50-0101-2100F

Relating to Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) - Proposed Rule
Docket No. 51.01.01 - Comission of Pardons & Parole. Ashley Dowell,
Executive Director, stated that there was a public hearing in November
to discuss the rule changes. No one attended and there were no written
concerns relating to the changes. Director Dowell explained that the rules
update statute references in the rules as the Commission now has its own
chapter in Idaho Code. Changes reflect better business practices, consistent
requirements for hearing attendance and notification for commutations
decisions. The Commission added an extradition waiver to the conditions
of parole and clarified no parole bonds were allowed. Director Dowell
indicated that the Commission received authority for rulemaking on Foreign
National Treaty requests, respites and reprieves and added processes for such
petitions. They removed unnecessary or obsolete language or definitions to
ensure that their rules had a net overall reduction of words.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Lee questioned why there seemed to be additional authority given
to the executive director and removed from the commissioners. Director
Dowell responded that it is for efficiency and allowing discretion to the
executive director. She indicated that these are long standing practices being
formalized in the rules. Senator Burgoyne asked for a clarification on making
appearances at parole hearings mandatory. Director Dowell explained that
it is just to provide a consistent approach to people who are not coming to
their hearings.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to approve Docket No, 50-0101-2100F. Senator Lodge
seconded the motion. Motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
21-0000-2100F

Relating to Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) - Proposed Rule
Docket Nos. 21.01.01 and 21.01.04 - Veterans Services. Mark Tschampl,
Chief Administrator, Idaho Department of Veterans Services. Chief Tschampl
explained that both rule chapters being discussed had been previously
reviewed and approved by the Legislature. There were no changes in 21.01.01
relating to governing admission, residency and maintenance charges in the
Idaho State Veteran's Home and the Division of Services Administrative
Process Procedure. There were changes made to 21.01.04 relating to the
rules governing Idaho State Veteran's Cemeteries. An increase in fees from
$500 to $700 associated with preparation of an internment site not containing
a pre-placed crypt due to increased costs or materials and labor. Chief
Tschampl stated that sections relating to burial and public behavior within
cemeteries were simplified.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Lee asked if there would be signs in the cemeteries announcing
public behavior rules. Chief Tschampl responded that there would be.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to approve Docket No. 21-0000-2100F. Chairman
Lakey seconded the motion. Motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Ricks passed the gavel to Chairman Lakey.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 3:05 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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AGENDA

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Wednesday, January 26, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww54/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

RS 29219

Relating to Allowing Homeowners or Tenants to
Update Housing Covenants in Compliance with
the Fair Housing Act

Senator Wintrow

06-0000-2100

Notice of Proclamation of Omnibus Rulemaking
- Rules Including 06.01.01, 06.02.01, 06.02.02

Josh Tewalt, Director,
Idaho Department of
Correction

57-0101-2100F

Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) Proposed Rule - Rules of the Sexual Offender
Management Board

Nancy Volle, Program
Manager, Sexual
Offender Management
Board

Public Testimony Will Be Taken by Registering Through the Following Link:
Register to Testify
If you have written testimony, please provide a copy to the committee secretary.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman Lakey

Sen Thayn

Vice Chairman Ricks
Sen Lodge

Sen Zito
Sen Burgoyne

Sen Lee

Sen Wintrow

Sen Anthon

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
Sharon Pennington
Room: WW48
Phone: 332-1317
Email: sjud@senate.idaho.gov

MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Wednesday, January 26, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Thayn, Zito,
Burgoyne, and Wintrow

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senator Lee

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

RS 29219

Relating to Allowing Homeowners or Tenants to Update Housing Covenants
in Compliance with the Fair Housing Act. Senator Melissa Wintrow explained
that RS 29219 relates to properties which have restricted covenants attached to
them stating that you must be a white person or a servant in order to legally
live there. Senator Wintrow stated this legislation would allow a homeowner
or tenant to go to the county clerk voluntarily to modify the language on their
covenant or deed.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Ricks moved to send RS 29219 to print. Senator Lodge
seconded the motion. Motion passed by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Ricks.

DOCKET NO.
06-0000-2100

Notice of Proclamation of Ommnibus Rulemaking including 06.01.01,
06.02.01, 06.02.02. Josh Tewalt, Director, Idaho Department of Correction,
explained that there were no changes to 06.02.01 regarding governing the
supervision of offenders on probation and parole. There were also no changes to
06.02.02 relating to rules governing release readiness. Director Tewalt stated he
would focus on Docket No. 06.01.01 relating to rules of the Board of Correction.
Two chapters were consolidated into one. The rules governing Idaho Correctional
Industries, also under the purview of the Board of Correction, were consolidated
as a sub-chapter to this rule. It was edited for clarity and simplicity. There were
two substantive changes made to this chapter. The first change relates to people
permitted to witness executions. It is difficult and overwhelming to the victim's
families and the family of the condemned. Liaisons are appointed early in the
process to provide help and resources when they are needed. The standard
procedure is to allow the liaisons to remain with the parties in the witness areas, if
requested, during the execution. This provision is in the rule as well. The second
change deals with organ and tissue donation by people sentenced to the custody
of the Board of Correction. This was brought to the attention of the Board when a
family making end of life decisions for a person in custody and on life support,
was denied the chance to donate his organs. The Board agreed that the previous
language was too restrictive and opted to make this change so other families
would not be denied the same opportunity. The new provision for organ and
tissue donation is in accordance with State law, while clarifying neither the Board
nor Department may consent on someone's behalf.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow asked if the only person who could consent to donation would
be the inmate who is in custody. Director Tewalt explained there are two
circumstances where other people can make the decision. The first is a living
donation where someone may have a relative who may need an organ. The
other instance would be if the inmate is incapacitated and the family or power
of attorney is making the end of life decision, and has the ability to consent on
the person's behalf.

DISCUSSION:

A discussion was held regarding execution practices relating to public disclosure,
number of people allowed to be present and the general practices involved in
executions. Senators Burgoyne and Wintrow participated in the discussion.
Director Tewalt addressed their concerns and explained that the public was
being informed about executions and information was not being withheld. He
indicated that there could be exceptions made to the rule of 2 people attending
in some circumstances. Director Tewalt summed up his feeling about the
Department of Correction and their handling of executions by stating the way they
approach this solemn responsibility is as if it is a reflection on them, not as a
reflection on the condemned.

MOTION:

Chairman Lakey moved to approve Docket No. 06-0000-2100. Senator Anthon
seconded the motion. Motion carried by voice vote.

DOCKET NO.
57-0101-2100F

Relating to Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking (Fee Rule) - Proposed Rule Rules of the Sexual Offender Management Board (SOMB). Nancy Volle,
Program Manager, SOMB, explained she would be presenting Docket No.
57-0101-2100F which is the omnibus reauthorization for the existing fee rule.
This rule making does not impose or increase any fees or charges beyond
what was previously approved by the prior rule. Any revisions made were
general housekeeping to remove unnecessary references for red tape reduction
compliance.

MOTION:

Senator Wintrow moved to approve Docket No. 57-0101-2100F. Chairman
Lakey seconded the motion. Motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Ricks passed the gavel back to Chairman Lakey.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:00 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, January 31, 2022
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Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Lodge, Lee, Anthon, Thayn,
Zito, Burgoyne, and Wintrow

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then
be located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Zito moved to approve the Minutes of January 31, 2022. Senator
Thayn seconded the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
REAPPOINTMENT:

Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Reappointment of Anna
"Janie" Dressen to the Commission on Pardons and Parole (Commission)
to Serve a Term Commencing January 1, 2022 and expiring January 1,
2025. Ms. Dressen gave a brief outline of her history with the Commission.
Her commitment to serving on the Commission is her belief that people can
change. The Commission provides those life changing opportunities. The
part of her service she enjoys the most is "Pardon Days" because it gives
her a chance to see how people have changed their lives and the success
which comes with it. Senator Lodge asked how many years Ms. Dressen had
served on the many boards she had worked on. Ms. Dressen responded that
it was close to 24 years. Senator Burgoyne asked Ms. Dressen to share her
thoughts on recidivism. Ms. Dressen said that the issue of mental health is
an important factor when discussing recidivism. Inmates may be medicated
appropriately when they are released, but it is problematic to make sure they
follow through with the proper medications and dosage.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Ricks.

RS 29305

Relating to the Custodian of Public Records. Chairman Lakey stated
that this legislation would provide an opportunity for a government entity to
designate a custodian, basically a central contact, for records requests. If a
custodian is designated, then the records requests are required to go through
that custodian. If they do not designate a custodian, then a full plethora of
employees and officials for that entity are open to receive the requests. A
problem may arise when large volumes of e-mails are received and the
potential to miss one is great. The time lines and codes for records requests
are strict. A designated custodian would be familiar with the most efficient
way to handle identifying the requests and responding to them. The Idaho
State Legislature's record custodian is ultimately the Legislative Services Office
(LSO) whether the request goes directly to them or to the individual legislators.
This ensures there is not a missed email request and a quicker response time.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send RS 29305 to print. Senator Thayn
seconded the motion. Motion passed by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Ricks passed the gavel to Chairman Lakey.

PRESENTATION

Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections (IDJC) - 2022 Update. Monty
Prow, Director, Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections, explained the
mission of the IDJC is to develop productive citizens in active partnership with
communities. Idaho is built on the balanced approach, which is community
safety, accountability, and competency development (see Attachment 1).
Director Prow provided a video showing the resources and programs used
in the Juvenile Correctional Facility in Lewiston, Idaho. It is safe and well
staffed with people who are intrinsically motivated to be there. Age and level
appropriate educational programs, social counseling, drug and addiction
counseling are all provided. Director Prow said one of the their main focus
points is to get the juveniles to understand that what brought them to the facility
is their history not their future.The Milestone Program helps them to separate
who they were from who they have the potential to be. Director Prow assured
the Committee that Idaho's Juvenile Justice systems are operating effectively
and efficiently.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Ricks commented that the people in Eastern Idaho who are
familiar with the Juvenile Correctional Facility in their area are pleased with the
way it operates.Senator Lee asked how the IDJC had handled the challenges
and stresses of COVID. Director Prow explained that their main responsibility
was the safety of the kids and then the staff. The Council of Juvenile Justice
Administrators met monthly sharing ways and ideas to keep the kids safe. That
information was adopted and implemented locally. One important procedure
that was followed was to determine the health status of the incoming and
outgoing kids and make sure it was safe for them to enter and leave the
centers. The daily scrub downs and use of hand sanitizers may continue
to be used to reduce the spread of germs. Senator Wintrow questioned
how many children coming into custody were experiencing unstable housing
circumstances. Director Prow responded that, surprisingly, those affected the
most are kids who come from two-parent families. The typical sterotypes do not
hold true for Idaho's demographics. Senator Lodge asked what percentage
of kids graduate with their high school diploma. Director Prow referred back
to his presentation indicating 84%. That number is impacted by the age
range of the kids when they enter the centers. The educational coverage they
receive is outstanding. If they leave without their GED, the program directors
make sure the kids are transitioned successfully back into their K-12 schools.
Chairman Lakey asked Director Prow to comment on mental health issues
at the correctional facilities. Director Prow stated that mental health is a
need that must be addressed. Over time some types of mental health will get
better on their own, but other types will require some form of treatment for a
lifetime. He responded that it is about encouraging and providing resources
for those needing them. Many times those learned skills will be helpful for the
rest of their lives. The facilities have clinicians and medical providers working
with the families and the kids to help them make the connection between needs
that had been unaddressed.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:45 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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DATE:

Wednesday, February 02, 2022
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Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Thayn,
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Senator Lee

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained
with the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will
then be located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee to order at 1:30 p.m.

VOTE ON
GUBERNATORIAL
REAPPOINTMENT:

Vice Chairman Ricks moved to send the Gubernatorial Reappointment
of Anna "Janie" Dressen to the Commission of Pardons and Parole to the
floor with a recommendation that she be confirmed by the Senate. Senator
Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

INTRODUCTION:

Judge Juneal Kerrick, Senior District Judge, and Administrator of the
Courts, introduced the district judges who would present. She stated that
Judge Steven Hippler, Administrative District Judge in the Fourth District
in Ada County, had been a judge since 2013. The second presenter was
Administrative District Judge, Judge Dane Watkins, Jr. from the Seventh
Judicial District. Judge Watkins had been on the bench since 2011. The
third presenter was Judge Jeff Brudie who retired after 20 years on the
bench from the Second District in Lewiston. Judge Brudie also serves on
the Idaho Judicial Council.

PRESENTATION:

Judge Steven Hippler, Administrative District Judge, Fourth Judicial District,
stated that his presentation topic was "The Need for Additional Judicial
Resources in the Fourth District." Judge Hippler explained the request made
was for one additional district judge to be chambered in Elmore County, a
court reporter and two additional magistrate judges for Ada County. Their
request was a result of three main factors including population growth,
increasing caseloads and backlogs, and the impact on services to the
citizens. These additions made it possible to continue to provide innovations
that result in better services within the judiciary in the Fourth District. Judge
Hippler explained the background and needs related to these requests. He
described the heavy workload and increasing demands placed on the current
judges. The specialty treatment courts had been very successful with their
programs, but additional resources were needed to keep them functioning.
The Fourth District had organized and used several innovations that were
very helpful with areas such as civil protection orders, warrants court,
domestic violence court, family interdisciplinary settlement courts and others.
These programs reduced the number of people tried and incarcerated. There
was a growing concern with burnout as the judges tried to keep up with the
current and growing case loads (see Attachment 1).

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Ricks asked if Judge Hippler had any recommendations that
would help with the family court scenarios. Judge Hippler stated that adding
a magistrate to be assigned to family law courts would reduce the docket
numbers. In addition, their request allowed the Fourth District to continue
having integrated settlement conferences. Those conferences included
professionals who would give guidance to the parties with resolutions often
reached. Senator Lodge asked if there was physical space for the new
judges. Judge Hippler said that there was ongoing planning for office space
and there would be space available. Chairman Lakey asked if there was a
plan to deal with the backlog of cases. Judge Hippler responded that the
individual districts came up with their own plans. He explained that with
Covid the courts had not been on a regular schedule, but when they were
in session, scheduling was arranged to accommodate as many trials as
possible.

PRESENTATION:

Judge Dane Watkins, Jr., Administrative District Judge, Seventh Judicial
District, said he would be presenting on "The Work of the Trial Court
Administrators." Judge Watkins stated he believes the Trial Court
Administrators (TCA) are some of the most dedicated, hardworking officials
in the State. The TCA is the hub of all the activities related to the Judicial
district in which they are employed. They are the connection between
the courts and every independent county in dozens of ways. Whenever
there was a question to be answered, the first response was to go to the
TCA. Some of their responsibilities include, but are not limited to, recording
every proceeding from every courthouse, managing a complex budget that
requires interaction with elected officials, clerks and designees, and judicial
retirements and selections. The TCAs manage assignments for retired
judges, are the contact person for media, provide training, education, and
assistance for elected clerks. Judge Watkins added that in addition to these
responsibilities, they are often asked to travel across the district to conduct
various meetings. He reiterated that the request being made would help
lighten the load of the Trial Court Administrators and give them a chance to
do things they have been unable to accomplish.

DISCUSSION:

Vice Chairman Ricks asked if there was a backlog of cases in eastern
Idaho. Judge Watkins indicated that there was. He said that the judges in
the Seventh Judicial district were working together with the parties' counsel
on both sides, private lawyers, and public lawyers to work through as many
cases as possible when the facilities were available. Judge Watkins
explained that the use of Zoom during the pandemic had been very efficient
and would probably continue to be used as needed. Chairman Lakey asked
how the technology used was implemented and funded. Judge Watkins
responded that for case management the Odyssey program had been a
great time saver for the judges. Some court reporters from other parts of
the State had transcribed remotely. The subscription fees that allowed the
technology used were not prohibitive.
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PRESENTATION:

Judge Jeff Brudie, Retired Senior District Judge, Executive Director, Idaho
Judicial Council, stated that he would discuss "The Challenges of District
Judge Recruitment." Judge Brudie explained it had become a challenge to
assist the Governor in appointing replacements for vacancies in the district
courts. He stated the applicant numbers since 2018 had shown a decline
and indicated there were three factors contributing to the decrease. They
included compensation, the possibility of a contested election, and the
selection process of going through the Judicial Council to the Governor for
appointment. Attorneys who were in private practice would most likely have
to take a salary decrease and most of them want to keep their judgeship
until retirement. Taking a salary cut is not attractive when one is looking
toward retirement. There were many election aspects that came into play
for magistrate judges applying for a district judge position. Judge Brudie
commented that it may be wise to do a survey to measure attitudes regarding
the District Judge recruitment concerns.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow stated she hoped that judges are nonpartisan, fair and
impartial and asked how to ensure that was happening. Judge Brudie
stated that a judge was not supposed to be taking the bench with an
agenda. Senator Burgoyne asked how important the partisan factor was
in people not applying for the positions. Judge Brudie responded that the
two top reasons depended on who they were. Private practice attorneys
said compensation. Magistrates said it was the election process. Senator
Burgoyne commented that he understood having gone before the Judicial
Council once, possibly two or three times, seemed like an impediment to the
application process. Judge Brudie added that it was difficult and it became
a very competitive process.

S 1240

Senator Wintrow presented S 1240 relating to restrictive covenants.
Senator Wintrow said S 1240 would add to existing law to provide for the
prohibition and removal of racially restrictive covenants for real property.
People would no longer be denied the opportunity to use or occupy real
property with the limitations of race, color, ethnicity or national origin. The
legislation was being kept in historic context of something that actually
happened in our country. A homeowner may voluntarily amend their own
documents and S 1240 provided a path for people who want to take the
language out of their covenant or deed. A form would be available in every
county to enable owners to make the necessary change. A placeholder
would be in the title chain indicating that the language had been outlawed
and would not be enforced.

TESTIMONY:

The following testimonies were given in favor of passing S 1240 (see
Attachment 2):
McKay Cunningham, Professor, The College of Idaho
Zoe Olson (Virtual)
Ed Labinski, Home Owner in Warm Springs Mesa, Boise, Idaho
Linda Ipaye, Realtor, Boise, Idaho

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send S 1240 to the Senate floor. Senator Anthon
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:55 p.m.
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___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m. He indicated that due to scheduling issues, the
Committee meeting would not follow the Agenda. He stated that RS 29357 would
be presented first. He indicated that S 1250 would not be heard today.

RS 29357

Murphy Olmstead, Representing the Idaho Sheriff's Association, presented RS
29357 relating to county jails. Mr. Olmstead explained that this legislation would
allow a county sheriff to hire a temporary guard or private security firm to assist in
transporting inmates from one location to another, stand guard over prisoners
at locations such as hospitals, hospice facilities or long term care when it was
required. It allowed the deputy who was assigned to such duties to be available to
do more valuable assignments while using the security firm employees to do the
less demanding responsibilities. Mr. Olmstead added that the counties would
benefit financially from using the lower cost security firm employees while giving the
security businesses more employment opportunities.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked Mr. Olmstead several questions relating to the
qualifications of the security firm employees. Mr. Olmstead explained that the
security officers would not be POST certified nor would they be armed. He stated
that many sheriffs already have designated private security services who have
training programs of their own.

MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved to send RS 29357 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

PRESENTATION: Josh Tewalt, Director, Idaho Department of Correction (Department) presented
the 2022 Department Update. Director Tewalt stated there were three critical
issues for his department and for the people of Idaho. The first issue was the
staffing concerns for his department. In fiscal 2021 the Department had the worst
staffing crises ever experienced. The Governor's support enabled the Department
of Corrections to give pay raises to the prison staff. Starting pay was raised
from $16.75 to $19.00 an hour. A one time signing bonus for new hires was
implemented, to be paid back in 12 months if 12 months of employment was not
completed. Director Tewalt explained it was important to take care of the current
staff. They implemented compression adjustments for all the security staff. A
retention bonus program was designed to provide a series of five one time bonuses
for security staff through their first five years with the agency. The hope was to
encourage employees to make their careers working for the Department. These
incentives had helped to increase the number of applicants for open positions.

Director Tewalt commented on community supervision and the importance it played
for those under the supervision of the Department. The bulk of the population in the
prison system was a function of people who had been unable to take advantage of
opportunities available to them. The Department recognized that one area needing
support was in probation and parole. Significant progress had been made in that
area and part of that was due to electronic monitoring systems. They have enabled
the parole officers to spend more quality time helping those they work with.
Director Tewalt stated that because of support from the Legislature and the
Governor, a significant investment was made in intervention stations which were
specifically targeted for high risk, high need individuals in the community. The
stations had allowed parole officers to recognize when people were struggling
and get them out of the communities before they committed a crime. Director
Tewalt commented that they had been piloting two programs to help resource
the community supervision differently to gain better results. The first was the
creation of the Probation and Parole Specialist. These individuals worked closely
with newly sentenced probationers or newly released parolees. They provided
customer service for the clients who had needs and supported parole officers.
Director Tewalt explained that the other positive pilot program was creating the
new position of Re-entry Specialist. These employees targeted those people who
were high risk. In addition the Re-entry Specialists worked for 60 days before the
parolees were released, developed a solid case plan and then followed them for
60 days upon release and helped them troubleshoot any issues they encountered.
Director Tewalt stated the program was very successful and determined that it was
needed in many Idaho communities.
Director Tewalt briefly explained the need for infrastructure to care appropriately
for the people sentenced to their custody. He mentioned that capacity was not
just the number of beds but the number of beds needed to fit specific needs. The
Department requested funds to build an 848 bed female facility which would allow
700 minimum custody male beds to be reclaimed for their intended use. The
second part of the proposal involved a 280 bed housing unit at the Idaho State
Correctional Institution which would include 140 ADA compliant areas.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Lee asked if the amount of funding requested would cover all the costs.
Director Tewalt responded that he didn’t know. He explained that he was looking
at compensation from two perspectives. The first was compensating the employees
in a way that was commensurate with what was expected of them. The second was
compensating them in a way that was commensurate with the value they bring to
the criminal justice system that others do not provide. Director Tewalt stated he
believed they were going to be able to compensate the staff and increase starting
pay to continue to be more competitive.
Senator Lodge asked what kind of internet access people had in their facilities.
Director Tewalt explained that it was limited but there are projects underway to
increase their access. Some CARES money was used to increase bandwidth.
The goal was to have Wi-Fi and internet access available to every bed in the
institutions. Director Tewalt commented that internet access is a scary proposition
in correctional facilities but it was also used for education as well as communication
with families. Senator Lodge asked how email worked at the centers. Director
Tewalt said that kiosks and tablets were available for use and were heavily
regulated.

PASSED THE
GAVEL

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Ricks for hearing on the Public
Defense Commission Rules.
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61-0101-2101
AND
61-0102-2101

Kathleen Elliott, Executive Director, Idaho Public Defense Commission
(PDC), introduced Chairman Bowles (attending through zoom), Vice Chair Eric
Frederickson and Emma Nowacki, Deputy Attorney General of Civil Litigation.
Director Elliott stated the mission of the PDC was to improve trial level defense to
ensure compliance with state and federal regulations.
Emma Nowacki, Deputy Attorney General, gave an update on the Tucker Class
Action Lawsuit which had challenged the public defense system in Idaho (see
Attachment 1).

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne and Ms. Nowacki had a discussion regarding the costs
involved with this case. Senator Burgoyne questioned whether anyone had
computed the costs to the State. Ms. Nowacki responded that she did not know.
Senator Burgoyne asked Ms. Nowacki to find out how much money this lawsuit
had cost the State of Idaho to date. Director Elliot commented that the amount
could be estimated.
Director Elliott discussed the last few years of the rulemaking process. In 2019
the PDC negotiated rulemaking but held off proposing new rules to comply with
stakeholder's requests. In 2020 there were two more standards to negotiate and
the PDC wanted to involve the public in the process. The old rules were moved
to new locations and cleanup was done. Director Elliott stated that after many
comments and several meetings, the attached legal sheet was produced prior
to the 2021 Legislative Session. The sheet shows the end result of each of the
21 provisions that were taken through the negotiated rulemaking process (see
Attachment 2). Director Elliott enumerated and explained each provision verbally
to the Committee. She stated that all the comments were given in a summary
version and given to each committee member. She indicated that the comments, in
their entirety, were on their website and were given to the full Commission. The
Commission determined what language to keep and how to proceed. The result of
that process was what the Commission approved as the pending rules.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked if Director Elliott thought the State provided enough
money to the counties so that the rules promulgated could be met. Director Elliott
stated that in her perspective the State had been incrementally increasing the
standards and they have also increased the amount of money allotted. She stated
the Commission works very hard to make sure there is enough money available
for their needs and that it would appropriately benefit public defense. Senator
Wintrow asked Director Elliott if the rules, as they were currently printed, were a
result of incorporations suggested by the Commission as a body and not just as
Director Elliott's interpretations. Director Elliiott reiterated that the language had
to be approved by the Public Defense Commission.
Senator Anthon questioned the interplay between statute and the rulemaking
process. He stated he did not understand how the PDC could impose qualifications
on the counties and still be abiding by the statutes. Director Elliott responded
there were three elements that came into play. It was necessary to have the
structure of the funding, the oversight, and the standards that were nationally
recognized. Senator Anthon asked questions regarding the removal process from
the rosters. Director Elliott explained there were two rosters. One was the public
defense roster and the second was the capital counsel roster. The public defense
roster was a simple application to be completed. Director Elliott reiterated that
she had never removed anyone from the capital roster. There were people whose
grand-fathered terms had expired and at that time they were taken off the roster.

TESTIMONY:

The following people testified or submitted written testimony to reject Docket No.
61-0101-2101 and Docket No. 61-0102-2101: (see Attachment 3).
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Teresa Molitor, representing The Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers,
testified in person.
Anne Taylor, Chief Public Defender, Kootenai County, testified in person.
ACLU, letter testimony by Lauren Bramwell, Policy Strategist.
Jeanne M. Howe , Chief Public Defender, Kootenai County, letter testimony.
TESTIMONY:

Darrell Bolz, Chair, Public Defense Commission, testified by letter in favor of
Docket No. 61-0101-2101 and Docket No. 61-0102-2101: (see Attachment 4).

PASSED THE
GAVEL

Vice Chairman Ricks passed the gavel back to Chairman Lakey.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 3:02 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
to order at 1:30 p.m. Chairman Lakey explained that Senator Souza had another
commitment and was not able to present RS 29415 but would do so when she
arrived.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Wintrow moved to approve the Minutes of January 26, 2022. Senator
Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

INTRODUCTION:

Judge Juneal Kerrick, Senior District Judge, Administrative Office of the
Courts, introduced the court's strategic roles and objectives. They include timely
and impartial case resolution through legally fair procedures, ensuring access to
justice, promoting effective and innovative services, and increasing public trust
and confidence in the courts. Judge Kerrick introduced the presenters: Judge
Matthew Beaver, Canyon County, on remote access to justice; Judge Stacey
DePew, Jerome County, on language access to the courts; and Judge Annie
McDevitt, Ada County, on court innovations in Ada County (see Attachment 1).

PRESENTATION: Judge Matthew Beaver, Magistrate Judge, Canyon County, shared the
importance of not adding arbitrary barriers to the justice system, but focusing on
customer service. Beginning in spring of 2020, the court system began using
remote technologies. Attorneys were now able to appear remotely, allowing them
to appear for multiple hearings in multiple courtrooms and different courthouses
across the state in a single day. This should create a savings to the clients.
It's also allowing cases to be scheduled more quickly and move along faster.
Defendants can now appear remotely, regardless of where they are, thus
reducing logistical slowdowns and costs. The last example impacts the individual
litigants involved in cases, in both criminal and civil cases. Traditionally, litigants
were expected to be in-person for all hearings, causing logistics issues, time
and travel expenses. Remote technology allows the cases to move forward
while avoiding some of those unintended consequences. In addition, court trials
could be processed in a meaningful way without delay due to health concerns
or logistics concerns.
DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey asked about the logistics of handling "bulk things" such
as Traffic Day and what was handled in person vs. remote. Judge Beaver
responded that pre-trial or status conferences were done remotely. The courts
are also able to stagger calendars so that people were scheduled to appear
during shorter windows of time. For things that must be done in person, the courts
will take health considerations into account, but if the facts dictate, there is a
preference to do it in person.

A discussion was held among Chairman Lakey, and Senators Burgoyne and
Wintrow relating to several aspects of remote vs. in person participation. Judge
Beaver commented that judges have much discretion in how remote vs. in
person was used and zoom meetings were a great improvement over telephones
for remote hearings. He stated that remote usage was not available for jury trials
and that the constitutional right to a speedy trial was currently suspended by a
Supreme Court order.
PRESENTATION: Judge Stacey DePew, Magistrate Judge, Jerome County, stated that she
would be addressing the request for additional funds for language access in
the 3rd, 4th and 6th judicial districts. Judge DePew said that the court had
a responsibility to ensure that individuals can communicate fully in English
regardless of why they are accessing the courts, and there were several federal
and state laws relating to that responsibility. Some of the technology and
resources that could assist in complying with those regulations were very costly,
and some of the small counties have difficulty with those costs. Interpreters who
work with the courts undergo specific training and certification requirements to
meet the standards set forth by the Idaho Supreme Court. Court interpreters were
there to ensure that those appearing before the court could fully communicate
and meaningfully participate in the court process. Between March 2021 and
September 2021, there were over 8,000 hearings that required interpreters in
Idaho, and 43 languages were requested. Zoom had assisted with some of
those requests, but it doesn't allow for simultaneous interpretation. The cost for
interpreter services continues to increase. Counties try to budget for interpreters,
but it takes one case and the need for multiple interpreters, in a language
other than Spanish, to completely wipe out a county's budget for these types
of resources.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Lee commented that although someone may consider themselves
proficient in the language, it's incumbent upon our judges to recognize that they
may need to offer these services even when someone is not requesting them.
Judge DePew responded that although there was a cost associated and it may
take more time, using interpreters could help improve the process.
Senator Burgoyne asked if there was an increasing need for additional language
interpreters. Judge DePew responded there were very unique languages that
required out-of-state interpreters. The judiciary were trying to train in state and
encourage certification where they could. She added the more they use certified
interpreters and the more education the judiciary had, the more they were able to
make the process run smoothly.
Chairman Lakey asked how the additional funding would be used at the ground
level. Judge DePew responded that the funds would be used to cover the
additional costs of hiring interpreters when the county budget was gone. In the
6th district, they were utilizing it to cover technology for deaf and hard of hearing
individuals.
Chairman Lakey stated Senator Souza would now present RS 29415.

RS 29415

Senator Mary Souza, District 4, explained that RS 29415 gives a right for the
Idaho Legislature to intervene in legal challenges on any Idaho statute in the
future. The Legislature has the right, not the requirement, to intervene in any case
questioning the constitutionality or the federal preemption of a statute in Idaho.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to send RS 29415 to print. Senator Thayn seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
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PRESENTATION: Judge McDevitt explained the innovations implemented in Ada County. As
population had increased, it had become increasingly difficult to ensure a timely
resolution of cases. In warrants court, when a defendant fails to appear in court,
the court issues a warrant for the defendant's arrest to appear in court at a future
date. The new process was that if a defendant misses court, he or she contacts
the courthouse or their attorney. Depending upon what time a person called or
came in, they could get before the judge on that same day. The Warrants Court
involved a judge, a prosecutor and a defense attorney. Everyone got together,
discussed the issues, and at that phase some of the cases could be resolved.
The benefits of the Warrants Court were that it moves cases forward, which
brings finality for both defendants and crime victims. It reduced jail workload
and overcrowding and reduced jail costs to society. The next innovation was
interdisciplinary settlement conferences, which were geared towards resolving
high conflict custody cases without the need for a trial. It was a voluntary process
and had been done virtually. It involved the presiding judge, the parties and
their attorney, and a neutral attorney and a clinician with experience in child
development or other family areas. It was more of an informal process where
litigants got to tell their story and talk to a judge outside of a high conflict trial.
There was more opportunity to control the outcome through negotiation. It had
reduced conflict for the families, and it had saved time for the courts.
DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey asked questions relating to the warrant courts and
interdisciplinary settlement conferences. Judge McDevitt stated that judges did
have the discretion for someone to participate in warrants court but currently they
were only doing misdemeanor cases. Neutral attorneys for the interdisciplinary
settlement conferences had been the director of Family Court Services.
Senator Lee asked if a court reporter was used for high conflict custody cases.
Judge McDevitt responded they did not use court reporters, they rely on audio
and notes. The cost of court reporters was prohibitive and were only used when
they were specifically requested.
Senator Burgoyne questioned some aspects of the combination roles of judge
and mediator working together in the interdisciplinary settlement conferences.
Judge McDevitt explained that the litigants were aware that mediation was taking
place with the judge. Judges do work to bring parties together and often the
parties were very anxious to hear what the judge proposed.
Chairman Lakey explained that minutes approval from Senator Lodge would
be next on the Agenda.

MINUTES:

Senator Lodge moved to approve the minutes of January 19, 2022. Senator
Wintrow seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Senator Thayn.

H 444

Chairman Lakey explained H 444 enhances liability protections related to the
corona virus and claims against business owners. It provides an enhanced
standard for liability instead of negligence. It clarifies that there is no application
related to workers compensation. This was another one year extension.

MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved to send H 444 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Burgoyne stated that he opposed limited liability bills and wished to be
recorded as voting nay. The motion passed by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL

Senator Thayn passed the gavel to Chairman Lakey.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:40 p.m.
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___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
to order at 1:30 p.m. Chairman Lakey suggested using a motion to send to print
all of the RS's on the February 14, 2022 agenda.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to introduce RS 29503, RS 29384, RS 29376, RS 29377,
RS 29378, and RS 29485 to print. Senator Anthon seconded the motion. The
motion passed by voice vote.

PRESENTATION: David Carroll, Executive Director, Sixth Amendment Center, gave a brief
introduction of the purpose and history of the Sixth Amendment Center (6AC). He
explained the history of the Public Defense Commission rules and assured the
Committee that the rules which have been promulgated in Idaho are consistent
with the parameters of the 6th Amendment and are not outside the norms of
other states (see Attachment 1).
DISCUSSION:

Senators Lee and Wintrow asked Director Carroll what the appeals process was
for counties that are found deficient by the Commission. Director Carroll stated
that there should be an appeals process and assured the Committee that the
process was thoroughly thought through by the early Idaho Legislatures.

PASSED THE
GAVEL

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Ricks. Vice Chairman
Ricks reminded the Committee that the discussion relating to the Public Defense
Commission (PDC) dockets would continue.

DOCKET NOS.
61-0101-2101,
61-0102-2101

Anne Taylor, Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Attorneys and Kootenai
County Public Defender concluded her remarks from last week and asked for
questions on those remarks. She commented that she agreed with Mr. Carroll's
remarks about case load, workload and how important it was to allow public
defenders the ability to do their jobs well. Ms. Taylor said her concern with the
rules was the lack of due process for attorneys who could be subject to removal
based on decisions by the PDC.

TESTIMONY:

Aaron Bazzoli, Chief Public Defender, Canyon County, assured the committee
that his objections, and those of the office he represents, were not based on an
overall objection to rules. He stated that the rules presented from last year and
this year lack significant protections for the clients, the people they serve across
the state, and the attorneys in his charge, saying they remove fundamental due
process protections. Mr. Bazzoli added that some of the data referenced in
Mr. Carroll's testimony was not fully reliable because of changes in the system
and that there was a more accurate tracking system currently in place. He also
explained some of the elusiveness in "case counts." He reiterated that due
process was important and that there needed to be an appeals process (see
Attachment 2).

DISCUSSION:

Senators Lee, Burgoyne, and Wintrow questioned what Mr. Bazzoli would
like to see happen with the PDC rules. He stated he would like to have face to
face dialogue so ideas and comments could be responded to. Several questions
were asked relating to the Public Defense Commission denying an attorney due
process. Mr. Bazzoli explained that he was not aware of any violations but he
was prohibited from speaking on that matter. He said there was a negotiated rule
making process, and the PDC was good about involving them in public hearings.
Chairman Lakey questioned the nuanced counting standards. Mr. Bazzoli
added the counting standards reflect much more than the number represents.
Senator Lodge asked what suggestions Mr. Bazzoli had relating to the Tucker
lawsuit. Mr. Bazzoli responded that he did not believe the Tucker case was as
frightening as some thought. He added that the Legislature had done an excellent
job in addressing the concerns related to the lawsuit. Senator Lodge asked if Mr.
Bazzoli would be content with the PDC rules as they were currently. Mr. Bazzoli
said that he could live with them but he would continue to rally on due process.

TESTIMONY:

Elisa Massoth, Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, asked that
the Committee oppose the PDC rules because they do not provide due process.
The current rules do not set forth the right of criminal defense lawyers to have
due process in application for, or removal from, the defending roster. She shared
copies of a waiver she had to sign at the end of her application to maintain status
on the defense roster (see Attachment 3). She believes the waiver is illegal and
that the PDC goes beyond statute. She originally didn't sign the waiver, but when
it was sent back, she felt that she had to sign it because she had two death
penalty cases and felt pressured into it. Ms. Massoth stated she should not be
forced to choose between her own right as a practicing lawyer and those of her
clients to have someone fighting for them. She referenced Senator Burgoyne's
earlier question, and stated that there was a process, but it's been deemed a
"personnel" matter. She believed the involved parties were fighting about what
"due process" was because it was not clearly spelled out. Ms. Massoth added
executive sessions of the Public Defense Commission were not public. People did
not have visibility into what the decision-making process was for whether or not to
include someone on the roster. Ms. Massoth stated that the PDC was abusing
its power, and assuming power beyond what was given to them in the statute.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked questions relating to due process and the
Administrative Procedures Act. Ms. Massoth responded that it was unclear
because the rules appear in some places and not in others and the processes
were not spelled out. She stated there had been a play on words relating to
whether someone had actually been removed from the roster. Ms. Massoth
stated that at times an executive session is appropriate. If decisions were made
outside the executive sessions and an appeal was filed, there must be a record.
She added that there was a written decision given to the attorney but they were
seldom clear about the end result.
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TESTIMONY:

Tammy Zoken, Quality and Compliance Counsel, Public Defense
Commission, reminded the Committee that stakeholders in such circumstances
were not just counties and defending attorneys. They were also citizens who
cannot afford an attorney. The role of everyone present was to safeguard the
delivery of constitutional representation. Ms. Zokan responded there was an
appeals process, and the rules added clarity about what can be appealed. She
also reiterated that last year, the PDC did work with stakeholders to try to come to
a mutually agreeable decision, including using language that the stakeholders
wanted included in the rules. She also stated that when it came to caseloads,
there was opportunity for conversation around that, not just a hard and fast rule
with no context.

TESTIMONY:

Mark Coonts, Public Defender, Gem County, stated that one of his concerns
was although the county is growing, it may be difficult to employ enough contract
conflict attorneys willing to work for what the county pays hourly. He mentioned
losing a contract attorney because of all the procedural requirements to remain
on the public defense roster.

TESTIMONY:

Tony Geddes, Chief Public Attorney, Ada County, stated it had always been
challenging in public defense in Idaho to get enough resources, staffing, and
expertise in rural counties. He reiterated that the PDC does reject standards for
oversight. He said the rules should be rejected because they were confusing and
unnecessarily intrusive, with a focus on micro management and bureaucratic red
tape, which hinders rather than enhances the delivery of indigent defense. The
defending attorney rosters the PDC maintains did not have sufficient due process
safeguards in the event someone was removed from the roster. There was also
an exclusion of public defender voices. Mr. Geddes added many of the problems
with the rules could have been resolved or mitigated by involving actively
practicing public defenders. He stated that the negotiated rulemaking process
had been awkward and clunky, and that the PDC had not allowed dialogue or
discussion. There was talk of a working group last year, and that never happened.
He submitted a letter from his Board to the Committee (see Attachment 4.)
Kathleen Elliott, Executive Director, Public Defense Commission, reminded
the Committee that they had been there on the same rules. After working on rules
and negotiating, she stated that she was surprised that people were upset. They
came up with 21 provisions working with stakeholders, but it wasn't negotiated
rulemaking, it was a lot of private meetings. Case counting was up for approval
again next year, but with COVID, the data is going to be challenging. Director
Elliott stated there would be a safety valve, where attorneys can state why they
were not still meeting constitutional standards. In addition, they were still having
challenges getting institutional officers to understand what "active cases" meant. It
was not only cases they opened that year, but cases which their attorneys carried
over and were working on this year. They were trying to establish methodology
and that meant they were counting consistently across the state. There were
two rosters: the public defense roster, and the capital council roster. The public
defense roster is a simple form to be filled out and various questions answered.
The capital council roster focuses on expertise in the area of capital trials. The
rules were not perfect, but they were working on it. Director Elliott does believe
there was due process in the rules.,

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to approve Docket No. 61-0101-2101. Senator
Wintrow seconded the motion.

AMENDED
MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to approve Docket No. 61-0101-2101 and Docket
No. 61-0102-2101. Senator Wintrow seconded the motion. The motion passed
by voice vote.
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PASS THE
GAVEL

Vice Chairman Ricks passed the gavel back to Chairman Lakey.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting at 3:00
p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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Murphy Olmstead,
Representing the
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Association
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Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Lodge, Lee, Anthon, Thayn,
Zito, Burgoyne, and Wintrow

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

None

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved to send RS 29508, RS 29532, and RS 29574 to print.
Senator Wintrow seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PRESENTATION
& DISCUSSION:

"Operation Underground Railroad" with Newton. Detective Sergeant
Sam Cuoha and Detective Corporal Travis Freeman, City of Rupert, Idaho,
introduced themselves and K-9 partner Newton to the Committee. Detective
Cuoha stated Newton was trained to detect electronic storage devices, such as
cell phones, computers, and storage disks. He said Newton was one of 66 such
dogs in the United States and the only one in Idaho. Detective Cuoha reported
Newton was obtained through funding from Project Underground Railroad, an
organization dedicated to fighting human trafficking.
Chairman Lakey asked for information on situations where Newton was
deployed and what he detected. Detective Cuoha answered that Newton helped
serve search warrants and looked for electronic devices containing illicit content
or evidence of a crime. He said Newton could find an item in minutes while
an officer might never find it.
Senator Wintrow inquired how many people were held accountable through
Newton's efforts. Detective Cuoha responded that Newton had only worked a
few search warrants but he found something every time. He mentioned that
Newton was available to be used statewide.
Chairman Lakey asked about the connection with Operation Underground
Railroad. Detective Cuoha gave an overview of his interest in the program
and Newton's journey to Idaho.
Detective Freeman explained Newton was trained to detect a chemical
compound used in the manufacture of storage devices. He added that he and
Newton trained three to four times per day so Newton could receive his food
reward. Detective Freeman and Newton provided a demonstration of Newton's
ability to locate hidden electronic storage items.
Senator Lodge asked about Newton's history. Detective Freeman answered
that Newton started with an organization that trained service dogs. He said
Newton failed as a guide dog but proved to be successful at detection. Detective
Freeman stated the cost to acquire Newton was $11,000, including his training.
He did not know if Newton's abilities were genetic and would pass down to his
offspring.

Senator Anthon recognized the Rupert Police Department as a leader in
investigating crimes against children. He added that Newton was paid for by a
private donation to the City of Rupert.
GUBERNATORIAL Committee Consideration of the Gubernatorial Reappointment of Mike
REAPPOINTMENT: Matthews to the Commission on Pardons and Parole (Commission).
Mr. Matthews introduced himself to the Committee. He advised he had served
on the Commission for 18 years.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow inquired how Mr. Matthews weighed decisions to return
someone to the community. Mr. Matthews responded that the Commission
received a packet of background information and assessments prior to a hearing.
He said the Commission also considered the interview with the offender and
testimony from support persons.
Senator Lee asked what the Legislature could do to help the Commission. Mr.
Matthews replied that the Commission had the resources needed to do their
work. He said it would be helpful to have more assistance from supervising
personnel and facilities to avoid recidivism. Mr. Matthews complimented the
other Commissioners for their time and preparation.
Senator Anthon praised Mr. Matthews for his lengthy exemplary work on behalf
of the State.
Senator Burgoyne commented on Mr. Matthews' impressive resume and long
Commission involvement. He added that it reflected favorably on the Commission
when parole was successful. Senator Burgoyne commented that recidivism
was not always indicative of a bad Commission decision. He suggested that high
caseloads and lack of supportive services contributed to a failed parole. He urged
the Legislature to increase funding for rehabilitation and behavioral services.
Senator Lodge stated she appreciates Mr. Matthews' excellent work. She
added that Senator Darrington made an excellent choice when he recommended
Mr. Matthews.

H 451

JUVENILE CORRECTIONS ACT - Amends existing law to provide that a juvenile
offender shall appear before the Custody Review Board in certain instances.
Monty Prow, Director, Idaho Department of Juvenile Corrections (IDJC),
introduced himself to the Committee. Director Prow reported positive statistics
on rates of youth arrests, probation, and detention as well as probation, diversion,
and custody success. He said the proposed legislation would require juveniles
approaching their 18-month stay to appear before the IDJC Custody Review
Board (CRB). Director Prow explained the composition and purpose of the
CRB. He stated the CRB could help determine how to improve the chances of
success upon the juvenile's release from custody.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Lodge mentioned she served as a member of the CRB for 10 years
and found it rewarding.

MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved to send H 451 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Ricks seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne commented that the IDJC statistics were impressive. He
said the trend line was moving in the right direction.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send H 451 to the floor with a do pass recommendation carried by
voice vote.

H 452

JUVENILE CORRECTIONS ACT - Amends existing law to revise provisions
regarding detention of a juvenile in a jail or lockup for adults and to revise a
provision regarding standards for detention.
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Director Prow stated the proposed legislation would provide for youth arrested
for certain crimes to be detained in a juvenile facility and not an adult jail. He
added that a court would retain jurisdiction to order detention in an adult facility if
it was in the interest of justice.
TESTIMONY:

Samantha Kennedy, Boise, Idaho, provided written testimony in support of H
452 because it is harmful to juveniles to be incarcerated in adult facilities.

MOTION:

Senator Ricks moved to send H 452 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

H 453

JUVENILE CORRECTIONS ACT - Amends existing law to revise provisions
regarding the diversion process and to provide for an informal adjustment for a
juvenile offender.
Director Prow advised that the bill would clean up language in the Juvenile
Corrections Act by moving an informal adjustment process to the section relating
to other post-petition options. He said the revised language reflected stakeholder
suggestions to align Idaho Code with current county policy and practices.

MOTION:

Senator Ricks moved to send H 453 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Wintrow seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Ricks thanked Director Prow for proactively working to improve the
juvenile justice system.
Chairman Lakey said he especially appreciated Director Prow's efforts in
diversion to keep youths out of the system.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send H 453 to the floor with a do pass recommendation carried by
voice vote.

H 469

PEACE OFFICERS STANDARDS AND TRAINING FUND - Amends existing law
to distribute money to the Peace Officers Standards and Training Fund and to
revert certain moneys to the General Fund.
Brad Johnson, Division Administrator, Idaho Peace Officer Standards &
Training (POST), introduced himself to the Committee. Administrator Johnson
gave an overview of POST funding from the time of its inception. He stated
the proposed legislation would alleviate ongoing revenue shortfalls to POST's
dedicated fund. Administrator Johnson advised that POST did not take in
sufficient cash to exercise its full spending authority. He reported the bill would
alleviate POST's funding shortfall without negatively impacting any other entity
receiving a statutory liquor fund distribution. Administrator Johnson said the
bill would increase POST funding by transferring a small percentage of the liquor
fund distribution to the POST dedicated fund after other statutory transfers were
made. He observed the POST dedicated fund was limited by statute to a $1
million balance, with any overage automatically reverting to the General Fund.
Administrator Johnson listed stakeholders who supported the legislation.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Lee asked if the bill would result in any cost savings for cities and
counties. Administrator Johnson answered that the legislation would not
save costs for local governments because POST did not charge them for basic
academy programs. He noted that the bill would provide sufficient funding for
POST to fulfill its mission.
Senator Burgoyne observed that public safety needed an infusion of resources.
He remarked that the bill was a responsible way to address POST funding.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send H 469 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Ricks seconded the motion.
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DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey said he appreciated Administrator Johnson's bringing the bill.
He added that POST training was important for public safety.
Senator Lodge asked how many people completed POST training in a year.
Administrator Johnson responded that POST trained 500 to 600 officers a
year. He mentioned POST also coordinated certification and recertification of all
officers, as well as in-service training statewide, serving 6,000 to 7,000 officers
per year.
Senator Wintrow inquired if POST could assist with certification programs for
handling domestic violence and sexual assault cases. Administrator Johnson
responded that POST had not yet taken a position on that type of training. He
remarked that current funding would not allow for adding additional certification
training at this time.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send H 469 to the floor with a do pass recommendation carried by
voice vote.

S 1279

COUNTY JAILS - Adds to existing law to authorize the use of a temporary guard
of private security service in certain instances.
Murphy Olmstead, Idaho Sheriff's Association, introduced himself to the
Committee. Mr. Olmstead reported the proposed legislation would allow sheriffs
to contract with private security companies to transport and monitor prisoners.
He provided an example of the need to guard a hospitalized inmate. He advised
a security service would free up a deputy's time and be more cost effective. Mr.
Olmstead noted that private security companies would be liable for their own
employees. He added that many security guards were retired law enforcement
who had previously completed POST training.

DISCUSSION:

In response to questions from Senator Burgoyne about guard training, Mr.
Olmstead replied that if a security guard had previously completed POST
training, it would likely not be current but would be sufficient to handle most
situations. He offered to obtain information about whether the guards would be
required to take Prisoner Rape Elimination Act training.
Senator Wintrow asked about the effect of the bill on law enforcement. Mr.
Olmstead responded that security personnel are typically well trained and
trustworthy. He pointed out that private security guards often have much
experience. Mr. Olmstead reported that Ada County has used the same contract
security service for more than 20 years. He said some agencies have used
private security when there was a shortage of staff.
Chairman Lakey asked in what situations would contract security guards be
used. Mr. Olmstead answered they could be used in low risk situations such
as when guarding a hospitalized comatose inmate.
Senator Lodge remarked that the federal court building used retired police
officers. She said they would be well trained and trusted to handle low risk
situations.
Senator Wintrow asked about liability if a guard harmed himself or someone
else. Mr. Olmstead responded that the Idaho Counties Risk Management
Program (ICRMP) would defend a government entity in the event of a lawsuit.
The security company would be responsible for its own employees, he added.
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Senator Burgoyne stated he had concerns because some security officers
seemed undertrained. He advised he would prefer to see guard qualifications
and duties spelled out in the bill. Senator Burgoyne averred the solution was
for the Legislature to properly fund local law enforcement to hire needed staff.
He remarked that the county or State could still be liable if private security was
negligent.
MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send S 1279 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Ricks seconded the motion.
Senator Wintrow stated she could not support the bill because of potential
liability to a county or the State. She observed the Legislature should provide
more funding to hire law enforcement officers.
Chairman Lakey said he appreciated the concerns expressed. He remarked
that local officials routinely made decisions that could result in liability. He added
that ICRMP provided guidance to local governments in training and supervision
techniques.

VOICE VOTE:

The motion to send S 1279 to the floor with a do pass recommendation carried
by voice vote. Senator Wintrow requested that she be recorded as voting nay.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:50 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
___________________________
Jeanne Jackson-Heim
Assistant Secretary
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AGENDA

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Monday, February 21, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww54/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Approval of January 24, 2022 Minutes

Senator Zito

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Approval of January 31, 2022 Minutes

Senator Lee

GUBERNATORIAL Vote on the Gubernatorial Reappointment of
REAPPOINTMENT: Mike Matthews to the Commission of Pardons
and Parole
RS 29603

Relating to Public Records

Senator Lakey

RS 29614

Relating to Definition of Theft

Pam Eaton, Idaho
Retailers Association

S 1320

VITAL STATISTICS - Amends existing law to
provide that original birth certificates and other
records will be made available upon request to
adoptees for adoptions that occur on or after
July 1, 2022.

Senator Vick

S 1322

SEXUAL OFFENDER REGISTRATION Amends existing law to revise provisions
regarding address verification and registration
of sexual offenders.

Ashley Dowell,
Director, Commission
on Pardons and
Parole

S 1323

RAPE - Amends existing law to revise provisions Ashley Dowell,
regarding penetration and rape.
Director, Commission
on Pardons and
Parole

S 1324

MINORS - Amends existing law to remove
provisions regarding sexual abuse and sexual
battery of certain minors.

Ashley Dowell,
Director, Commissison
on Pardons and
Parole

S 1325

SEX CRIMES - Amends, repeals, and adds
to existing law to revise provisions regarding
certain sex crimes.

Ashley Dowell,
Director, Commission
on Pardons and
Parole

S 1333

FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - Amends
existing law to revise the number of judges in the
Fourth Judicial District and to revise provisions
regarding resident chambers.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

S 1334

IDAHO CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES ACT
- Amends existing law to authorize training
programs with certain private employers in
telecommunications.

Senator Lodge
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If you have written testimony, please provide a copy to the committee secretary.
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MINUTES

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
DATE:

Monday, February 21, 2022

TIME:

1:30 P.M.

PLACE:

Room WW54

MEMBERS
PRESENT:

Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Lodge, Lee, Thayn, Zito,
Burgoyne, and Wintrow

ABSENT/
EXCUSED:

Senator Anthon

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:35 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Zito moved to approve the minutes of January 24, 2022. Senator
Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Lee moved to approve the minutes of January 31, 2022. Senator Ricks
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Lodge moved to send the Gubernatorial Reappointment of Mike
REAPPOINTMENT Matthews to the Commission of Pardons and Parole with a recommendation
VOTE:
that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The
motion carried by voice vote.
PASSED THE
GAVEL

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Ricks.

RS 29603

Chairman Lakey explained RS 29603 was previously printed but additional
comments were received from those in the media and from the trial lawyers.
Language on immunity was modified to say there was not an obligation to
respond to the public records requests unless they went through the designated
custodian. Language was added that the agency or local government entity
would list on their website the custodian if they had one. For clarification, the term
"independent body" was included in the definition of public agency.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send RS 29603 to print. Senator Wintrow seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL

Vice Chairman Ricks passed the gavel back to Chairman Lakey.

RS 29614

Pam Eaton, President and CEO of the Idaho Retailers Association, stated
RS 29614 added language to the definition of owner in regard to theft. In a recent
Idaho Supreme Court case, a decision held that a person who takes possession
of goods based upon fraudulent intent and by using false promises of payment
becomes owner of those goods immediately upon receipt of the goods. The use
of fraud makes the acts not qualify as theft. RS 29614 adds language to clarify
theft so that those false promises and fraudulent ways of taking items can be
considered theft.

MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved to send RS 29614 to print. Senator Thayn seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

S 1320

Senator Vick, Idaho Senate District 2, presented S 1320 which relates to vital
statistics involving adoptions. He commented that he had an adopted daughter
and seven adopted nieces and nephews, and had seen the good that comes
from adoption. S 1320 was an attempt to update birth records and give adoptees
access to their original birth certificate and move towards transparency. A
similar bill was presented last year and concerns were expressed that if birth
records were automatically opened when the adoptee turned 18 years old, it may
discourage adoptions. This legislation corrects that concern. The records could
be opened, but would not be required to be opened. In the event of a match on
the voluntary adoption registry, a minimum 30 day waiting period would apply,
during which time a registered birth parent may choose from a list of preferred
methods of contact, open the record, or request no contact. The legislation was
then broken into two sections, persons born in Idaho and persons born in foreign
countries. There were other minor changes in referencing and getting the correct
numbers in place.

DISCUSSION:

Representative Julianne Young explained the legislation process relied on the
birth parent to be proactive in working with the adoption community. It gave them
the opportunity to have a more direct way to contact their birth child at the time the
birth child was interested in obtaining their birth records. It also gave them a direct
and private way to express their feelings about any contact that might follow the
release of those records. An adoptee was required to use the existing voluntary
adoption registry which was already in place. The birth parent indicated one of
several options for contact, the last of which was that their name be redacted
from the record. On that request, a redaction gave the adoptee an opportunity to
reach out again through the same process after five years had lapsed.
Senators Burgoyne and Lee questioned some mechanics of the process.
Representative Young explained that this procedure only works if the birth
parent was proactive in maintaining their contact information with the voluntary
adoption registry. The default position was that the adoptee who requested the
records had full access to their records. Page 3 of the bill lists the information
that was available to be released from the Department of Vital Statistics to an
adoptee who requested their records. That information would be specific to the
adoptee and would be released to them when they requested their records. The
only thing that can be kept private is the name of the birth parent should he/she
decide to have it redacted.

TESTIMONY:

Kirk Adams, Middleton, Idaho, testified in support of S 1320. He explained
that he had concerns about the legislation proposed last year, but he was very
happy with the current bill.
Senator Vick added that this legislation would only be effective for adoptions
starting July 1, 2022 and going forward. Any existing adoptions would stay under
existing law.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send S 1320 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Ricks seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.
Chairman Lakey, Senator Wintrow and Director Dowell discussed the need for
S 1322, S 1323, S 1324, and S 1325 to be moved to the end of the agenda due
to the sensitive nature of the subjects of those bills.

S 1333

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel, Administrative Office of the Courts,
explained that S 1333 would add one more judge to the 12 judges who were
serving in Elmore, Valley, Boise, and Ada counties. The other change this bill
required was to have one judge have resident chambers in Elmore County. Mr.
Spillman stated the workload supported the request.
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MOTION:

Vice Chairman Ricks moved to send S 1333 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion passed
by voice vote.

S 1334

Senator Lodge introduced S 1334 relating to the Idaho Correctional Industries
Act. Senator Lodge was instrumental in the adoption of the Agricultural Work
program and had seen how successful it was. The inmates had been able to
save money of their own, pay off their court costs, pay restitution costs, send
some money home to their families and help with child support.

TESTIMONY:

Josh Tewalt, Director, Idaho Department of Correction, agreed with everything
Senator Lodge said about the Agriculture Work program. He continued that S
1334 would extend the same opportunities given to the agricultural industry to the
proposed call and contact centers. The centers would include the safeguards
put around the previous program to ensure the local workforce would not be
displaced and ensure that people would be paid the prevailing wage. It would
also ensure that trainees who were able to benefit from the program would put
resources to help honor their court obligations. The program would help to fill the
need for finding training opportunities for residents to have jobs when they leave
custody. Maintaining employment as they transition through a community reentry
center or upon release makes the chance of successful release much greater.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow asked details relating to the call center and how it operated.
Director Tewalt explained there were three different areas the inmates worked in.
They included outbound calling, customer service and support and the third was
a live person who gave directions or referrals. Each inmate was screened and
technology controls were used to insure people did not have access to sensitive
information. The salaries paid were dependent on the type of work, length of time
employed and the work quality. Director Tewalt said they had worked with the
Department of Labor to make sure they did not displace a local workforce.

TESTIMONY:

John Elliott, Owner, All American Publishing, Boise, Idaho, described the
commitment of his company to being a second chance employer. He indicated
that it was a great opportunity to work with the State agencies to seek to provide
a good work situation for people who needed a second chance. Chairman
Lakey added that for individuals to be successful upon release, they needed
transportation, housing and employment. He continued that programs such as
these gave inmates a chance to be successful and productive.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Ricks moved to send S 1334 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lee seconded the motion. The motion passed by
voice vote.

INTRODUCTION:

Ashley Dowell, Executive Director, Commission of Pardons and Parole,
Chair of the Sexual Offenses Subcommittee, explained the goal of the
subcommittee was to remove statutes that were unclear or likely unconstitutional,
create new statutes to address issues that would be left after removal and create
consistency between statutes. She stated the Subcommittee was organized
to represent a variety of experts ensuring that all voices were heard. Director
Dowell introduced John Dinger, Ada County Prosecutor's Office and the Sex
Offender Management Board and Erik Lehtinen, Chief of the Appellate Unit for
the State Appellate Public Defender's Office.
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S 1322

Director Dowell presented S 1322. She stated the legislation aims to
accommodate issues with more frequent postal delays. It changed the deadlines
to seven days for required action after a mailing from the sex offender registry,
and to 14 days to receive and mail back a required address verification. If an
address verification was not returned within seven days of the registry's mailing,
they were required to notify the sheriff to check on the individual. The checks
were happening more frequently because of the postal service delays in getting
verifications back on time. The legislation changed check ins at the sheriff's office
for individuals with no address to register from seven to fourteen days.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send S 1322 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

S 1323

Director Dowell presented S 1323. She explained in 2016, the Idaho Criminal
Justice Commission (ICJC) brought HB 580 to the legislature. The bill repealed
the male rape offense and consolidated all rape laws into one set of statutes
that apply to everyone, regardless of gender. The bill passed unanimously. An
oversight neglected § 18-6103, which used antiquated language alluding to rape
only applying to female victims. S 1323 removes that sentence.

MOTION:

Senator Wintrow moved to send S 1323 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

S 1324

Director Dowell introduced S 1324. She stated that in 2002, a court determined
that 18-1508A(1)(d), making photographic or electronic recordings of a minor
child, criminalizes conduct protected under the first amendment, and is therefore
unenforceable. Due to the court's ruling, prosecutors did not change this offense.
Identical language exists in 18-1506(1)(c). The section had not been litigated
because the language was identical to the unenforceable language listed.
Prosecutors did not charge this offense. This legislation removed those two
provisions. It was important to note that Idaho law still criminalizes this conduct in
the statutes addressing possession of sexually exploitative material and video
voyeurism which are both constitutionally enforceable.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Lee asked Director Dowell to confirm that since the pictures being
discussed were of children rather than adults, it would allow the prosecution at
the higher level used before the Bonner court ruling. Director Dowell asked Mr.
Dinger to respond. Mr. Dinger explained that prosecution could still be done
through the Child Pornography Statute Sexual Exploitation of a Child law and
through the video voyeurism statute. Senator Burgoyne asked why the making
of any photographic or electronic recording for that purpose is unconstitutional.
Mr. Lehtinen stated the Court of Appeals in the Bonner decision addressed
that issue. Their decision was that if someone was aroused by simply looking
at children, it is far too expansive to be charged with a felony under Idaho law.
Mr. Lehtinen continued that ultimately the question of constitutionality would
fall to the Court of Appeals to determine what the intent was at the time the
pictures were taken. Senator Lee and Senator Burgoyne both had questions
and concerns relating to the loss of the right to prosecute child pornography as
a result of this legislation. Mr. Dinger assured the Committee he felt he would
continue to be able to protect children as they had been.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to send S 1324 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.
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S 1325

Director Dowell said that S 1325 updated Chapter 66, Title 18 in Idaho Code.
It removed the unenforceable offenses of fornication and adultery that are
unconstitutional. It amended the crime of incest to include language about
prohibited sexual contact to be consistent with other statutes and updated the
incest penalty. The bill repealed the Infamous Crime Against Nature statute which
was likely unconstitutional and gave judges the charge to determine what was a
violation of the statute. S 1325 added two offenses previously covered under the
Infamous Crimes Against Nature; Sexual Abuse of an Animal and Sexual Abuse
of Human Remains. It amended Forcible Penetration to apply to cases where the
perpetrator forces another to penetrate the assailant or a third party. The rest of
the bill had technical corrections to include correcting references throughout code
to the changes in Chapter 66.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Lee questioned how life in prison was arrived at in relation to the three
year age differential. Mr. Dinger responded that statutory rape and other parts
of Idaho code have an age differential but he was not sure it was specifically
discussed in relation to S 1325. Several questions were asked regarding age and
familial relationship issues. Both Mr. Dinger and Mr. Lihtinen were not able to
answer the questions.
Chairman Lakey encouraged the Committee members to take their questions
to Director Dowell, and she would get them to either Mr. Dinger or Mr. Lihtinen.
Chairman Lakey asked for a motion to continue S 1325 at the Committee
meeting held March 23, 2022.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to continue S 1325 at the next Committee meeting.
Senator Ricks seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business before the Committee, Chairman Lakey
adjourned the meeting at 3:00 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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AMENDED AGENDA #1

SENATE JUDICIARY & RULES COMMITTEE
1:30 P.M.
Room WW54
Wednesday, February 23, 2022
For members of the public to observe the meeting, please click on the following link:
https://www.idahoptv.org/shows/idahoinsession/ww54/
SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Approval of February 2, 2022

Senator Burgoyne

Senate Page Graduation of Aurelia Anderson,
Rigby, Idaho
S 1332

WITNESSES - Amends existing law to provide
for confidential relations and communications
for employees and volunteers at a domestic or
sexual violence program in certain instances.

S 1321

ASSAULT AND BATTERY - Amends existing
Senator Woodward
law regarding assault or battery upon employees
of a public or consumer-owned utility.

S 1325

SEX CRIMES - Amends, repeals, and adds
to existing law to revise provisions regarding
certain sex crimes.

Ashley Dowell, Chair,
ICJC, Sex Offense
Subcommittee

H 536

DIVORCE ACTIONS - Amends existing law
to remove a code reference regarding district
judges.

Jason Spillman,
Legal Counsel,
Administrative Office
of the Courts

H 537

JURY SELECTION AND SERVICE - Amends
Jason Spillman,
existing law to revise a provision regarding
Legal Counsel,
delegation of authority by administrative judges. Administrative Office
of the Courts

H 538

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENT - Amends existing Jason Spillman,
law to revise provisions regarding certain reports Legal Counsel,
relating to a defendant.
Administrative Office
of the Courts

H 542

DISTRICT COURTS - Amends existing law to
revise deadlines for the deposit of certain court
fees.

Emily McClure,
Representing Idaho
Association of County
Recorders and Clerks

RS 29584

Relating to Charges to Obtain Medical Records

Senator Ricks

Senator Wintrow
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Burgoyne moved to approve the minutes of February 2, 2022. Senator
Wintrow seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
Chairman Lakey announced Senate page, Aurelia Anderson, would be leaving
and returning to finish her senior year in high school. Chairman Lakey thanked
her for her outstanding work during her time here and asked her to share one
thing she learned while serving. Aurelia stated she had learned that it was okay
to change your opinions. She had previously thought that once an opinion was
formed it was not okay to change it. During her time at the Senate, she realized that
new information sometimes made it necessary to change your opinion. Senators
Wintrow and Burgoyne both commented how successful she would be in her
future endeavors. Chairman Lakey added how much he had appreciated her.

S 1332

Senator Melissa Wintrow, briefly explained the purpose of S 1332. This legislation
aligned state and federal law to address a loophole in confidential communications
with victims and survivors of sexual domestic violence when they participate in a
state program. S 1332 gave the same confidentiality about the people who seek
such services as those in similar programs. Victims came to these shelters at great
personal risk and safety and they deserved to be protected. Senator Wintrow
said she consulted stakeholders to make sure the language in this legislation was
correct and posed no threat to the courts. There had been no opposition to the bill.

TESTIMONY:

Annie Hightower, representing the Idaho Coalition Against Sexual and
Domestic Violence, stated her organization was in support of S 1332. Ms.
Hightower explained the most common question she received from organizations
designed to help these people was how to answer requests for demands for
records or advocate testimony regarding the services an individual had received.
Federal funding was required to keep the majority of these organizations open.
When programs received requests for information that was not covered by one of
a very limited number of federal exemptions, court costs were incurred to pay for
related legal services. The result was needed funding was used in areas other than
ensuring funds went directly to services for the community. Ms. Hightower added
that passage of S 1332 would help those needing services to feel safe asking
for help. Senator Burgoyne questioned what kind of agencies were looking for
the information. Ms. Hightower responded it was agencies similar to worker's
compensation and crime victim's compensation.

TESTIMONY:

Beatrice Black, CEO, Women's and Children's Alliance (WCA), testified that
the only recourse she had when issued a subpoena for client records was the
Idaho statutes. It often became necessary to hire an attorney to fight the federal
regulations. S 1332 prevented the subpoenas from being served and the state
law protected counselors as well as all volunteers and employees. Ms. Black
continued an even greater benefit was it provided peace of mind for staff and for
clients. This change provided them with the assurance that what was disclosed to
any of the WCA staff or volunteers was protected communication in accordance
with Idaho law.

TESTIMONY:

David Claybourne, Attorney, Sawtooth Law Offices, stated he supported S
1332. Mr. Claybourne explained that occasionally he gets subpoenas (see
Attachment 1) and they were very broad and intrusive. His opinion was that
evidentiary protection which S 1332 provided, deterred these requests and would
make requests align with federal law. Senator Burgoyne asked how this legislation
worked when criminal prosecution was involved. Mr. Claybourne responded that
he was not sure about all of the federal statutes relating to confidentiality. He stated
he assumed once the victim waived the confidentiality rights then the agency could
provide the information. Senator Wintrow added in the Violence Against Women
Act through the Department of Justice, the federal law was clear on a signed,
written consent from the victim to waive their confidentiality.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to send S 1332 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

S 1321

Senator Jim Woodward, introduced S 1321 and stated the Legislature had
concluded people working in the public interest, particularly in dangerous conditions
or situations that make them vulnerable to assault or battery, require a higher level
of protection. To achieve the higher level of protection, a higher level of punishment
was placed on those protected personnel. Senator Woodward explained that
there were increasing incidents of public workers being attacked and it was
happening in many states, Idaho included. The increasing prevalence of incidents
brought the utility workers together to make the requests included in S 1321.
Vice Chairman Ricks asked if there was a number of employees who would be
included in the protected group. Senator Woodward stated there was a printed
section of code that defined public utility workers included in their packets (see
Attachment 2). Senator Anthon asked if there was any limitation on the timing that
an assault might happen. Senator Woodward said it was his understanding that
the enhanced penalties apply when that person is acting as a utility worker.

TESTIMONY:

Jason Hudson, representing the Idaho AFL-CIO, stated the utility worker
incidents being reported were increasing in frequency, happening in all types of
utilities and they were occurring all across Idaho. In the last five years incidents
seemed to be accelerating and becoming more of a pronounced problem. Mr.
Hudson mentioned several reasons utility workers were included in this legislation.
Those included the workers were under the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities
Commission, and they did not have a choice about whether to respond to the calls
or not. Their jobs were a function of public service and public safety. Employees
were sent into those circumstances at the direction of a governmental entity and
often served the role of first responders. Another reason to be included was that
prosecution was easy to determine if the incidents were related to that work.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow asked if there was any anecdotal evidence to show passage of
these laws decreased the number of incidents. Mr. Hudson responded there was
not data showing exactly how the passage of similar laws had contributed. He
explained that when public education was paired with legislative action the results
were more pronounced. The public needed to be made aware of the penalties
incurred and hopefully that would provide a deterrent effect.
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Chairman Lakey explained that due to time constraints not everyone would be
allowed to testify. Kyle Beierle from Coeur d'Alene yielded to Eric York to explain
the incident he experienced. Mr. Beierle was in favor of passage of S 1321.
TESTIMONY:

Eric York, Grangeville testified in favor of passing S 1321. He explained one
incident when a shotgun was shoved in his face and held to his head until he gave
the keys to the company vehicle to his assailant. He hit Mr. York hard enough with
the barrel of the shotgun to cause bleeding down his face.

TESTIMONY:

Mike Brown, representing IBEW Local 77, stated he represented all types of
workers related to public utility companies and they requested passage of S 1321.
His job required him to meet with employers after an employee reported an incident
and address the assaults. Mr. Brown indicated he had started working with
employers to find ways to educate the public about these situations. He admitted
there was more work to be done, but he was adamant that it needed to be effective
in helping resolve these issues.

TESTIMONY:

Will Hart, representing the Idaho Consumer-Owned Utilities Association,
testified in favor of passing S 1321 (see Attachment 3).

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send S 1321 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Anthon stated under Rule 39 (H) that he works for an electric utility
company and had represented others in his practice. He commented that there
were people who were angry about their utilities being turned off and there
should be protection for those workers who are required to do that. Senator Zito
suggested the battery laws could be strengthened so that even if a person was
not a member of a union, as long as they performed some sort of public service,
they could be protected.

S 1325

Ashley Dowell, Chair, Idaho Criminal Justice Commission (ICJC), Sex Offense
Subcommittee, introduced John Dinger to answer previously asked questions
relating to S 1325. Mr. Dinger explained that it was rare to charge incest and there
were other statutes that fit the molestation of a child from its parent. A question
was asked concerning consanguinity. Mr. Dinger listed the four degrees: the first
was parents and children; the second was grandparent, brother, sister, grandchild;
the third was aunt, uncle, niece or nephew and the fourth degree was first cousins.
Idaho Code prohibits marriages in the first three degrees; it would not prohibit first
cousins. The current penalty for crimes of incest was life in prison. Questions were
also asked relating to juveniles and crimes of incest. The Juvenile Corrections Act
stated that a child, if sentenced, could only be held until they were 19 and only in
the most extreme circumstances would the sentence be extended to 21.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to send S 1325 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

H 536

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel, Administrative Office of the Courts, explained
H 536 was legislation pertaining to jurisdiction in divorce proceedings and applying
the powers and jurisdiction of district judges to such proceedings. This statute
incorrectly stated that a district judge's powers were granted by "section 1-901."
Idaho Code § 1-901 was repealed in 1975. The inaccurate reference was removed.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 536 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Ricks seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
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H 537

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel, Administrative Office of the Courts, stated H
537 permitted administrative district judges to delegate their Uniform Jury Selection
and Service Act duties and responsibilities to other judges in their districts. The Act
also authorized "duly appointed" magistrates the same duties and responsibilities.
In order to clarify that jury act duties may be delegated to magistrates so retained,
the unnecessary limiting term "duly appointed" should be removed from Idaho
Code § 2-219.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send H 537 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Anthon seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

H 538

Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel, Administrative Office of the Courts, said H
538 clarifies certain reports relating to criminal defendants' mental fitness. The
current statute required filing three copies of the reports in order to proceed with
their court cases. The original requirement was intended to relieve court clerks
work with making copies of the reports to be served upon the parties. Those
competency reports are now electronically managed through Odyssey, Idaho's case
management system, making the copies unnecessary. This legislation requested
removal of the requirement to file "in triplicate" as found in the statute since it was
handled electronically.

MOTION:

Senator Wintrow moved to send H 538 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

H 542

Emily McClure, representing the Idaho Association of County Recorders and
Clerks, asked the Committee to support H 542. County clerks were required to
collect court fees and send them to the state treasurer. At the end of each month
the fees were required to be reconciled between the Odyssey case manager and
the county clerk's accounts. The deadline to send payments to the state treasurer
was the 5th of every month. This legislation asked to have that date moved to the
15th of each month which aligned with other fees required.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send H 542 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29584

Senator Ricks stated RS 29584 would place a maximum charge for patients to get
a copy of their health care records. Idaho was currently the only state that did not
have guidelines in place. Some institutions had put considerable resources into
getting the records in a PDF format. That format was useful for someone to get his
records transferred. This legislation would give Idaho guidelines for setting up the
needed system. Senator Ricks added that he would claim a 39 H declaration since
his son does some work related to medical records.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow asked how one would arrive at a reasonable list of fees that
would not prohibit physicians from getting the amount of money it actually costs.
Senator Ricks responded he had a detailed list of what other states charged. He
stated that money had been made available to providers to upgrade their services.
RS 29584 would provide a uniform way and a process to get the records.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to send RS 29584 to print. Senator Anthon seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:36 p.m.
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___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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Unanimous Consent to refer RS 29670 to the
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Opportunity Solutions
Project
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MEMBERS
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Chairman Lakey, Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Lodge, Anthon, Thayn, Zito,
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NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Zito moved to approve the minutes of February 7, 2022. Senator
Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

MINUTES
APPROVAL:

Senator Thayn moved to approve the minutes of February 9, 2022. Senator
Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

RS 29670

Kate Hass, representing Opportunity Solution Project, presented RS 29670.
Ms. Hass explained this legislation was a terminology clean-up bill consistent
with the Occupational Licensing Reform Act passed by the Idaho legislature in
2020. The reform bill created a new process for how licensing boards consider
an applicant's past criminal convictions. The 2020 bill removed license denial
on the basis of terminology, including "moral turpitude" or "moral character."
This legislation reduces confusion in the law by updating all Idaho Division of
Occupational and Professional Licensing boards statutes.

UNANIMOUS
CONSENT:

Senator Burgoyne asked for unanimous consent to send RS 29670 to the
Senate Commerce and Human Resources Committee for printing. There were
no objections.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business before the Committee, Chairman Lakey
adjourned the meeting at 1:35 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m.

RS 29572; RS
29644

RS 29572 and RS 29644 were both simple rule rejections with a Unanimous
Consent to refer them to Senator Vick and the Resources and Environment
Committee.

MOTION:

Chairman Lakey moved to send RS 29572 and RS 29644 to print. The motion
carried by voice vote.
Senator Winder was not in attendance to present his RS. Chairman Lakey
asked Senator Lee to present RS 29745C2.

RS 29745C2

Senator Lee presented RS 29745C2 and briefly explained the proposed
changes. There were seven members on the Judicial Council. This bill proposed
a change to eight when a magistrate judge was disciplined. A permanent member
of the Judicial Council would be added as a magistrate judge and then those
judge positions would be selected by the Supreme Court. The bar has three
positions they appoint, one district judge and two Idaho attorneys. This legislation
would remove that appointment and give that seat to the Supreme Court. The
district judge and the magistrate would still be confirmed by the Senate. Another
proposal for the bar was to send three names for a criminal position and three
names for a civil position. This would ensure equal representation on the Council
and would allow prosecutors, deputy prosecutors or public defense attorneys to
fulfill the criminal role. The time period changed from six years to four years and
at the end of the four years, they would be reappointed or renominated with
confirmation from the Senate. The Governor did not have the ability to reject a
slate, but RS 29745C2 would give him that opportunity. The Idaho Bar sent out a
survey that allowed people to collect information about the applicants, but the
applicant had not been allowed to see the responses. This legislation proposed
that applicants would have that information and would be able to determine what
information was relevant or have the chance to dispute responses.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Ricks moved to send RS 29745C2 to print. Senator Anthon
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senators Burgoyne
and Wintrow wished to be recorded as voting nay.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne stated he would not support RS 29745C2 because he felt the
current system was working. He mentioned his concern about taking away two
legal positions that were nominated by the bar and giving those to the Governor.
He stated he feels too much influence was in one place.

RS 29658C1

Senator Winder presented RS 29658C1. Senator Winder stated this legislation
had been written while trying to recognize the importance of personal decisions,
and the rights of employers in the State of Idaho.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne asked what RS 29658C1 actually did. Senator Winder
stated that it established the intent of the Legislature to deal specifically with
the coronavirus and the coronavirus vaccinations. It recognized contract rights
protected by the U.S. and State constitutions. It also recognized there were
employer's rights that needed to be observed and protected. Individuals have
certain rights that should not be violated by a forced vaccination. Senator
Winder explained that a one year pause would be put on this for people who do
not, as part of their job requirement, need to get vaccinated. Senator Burgoyne
added that he was very concerned about micromanaging in the private sector.
He felt the courts did a good job of putting limits where they were needed.
Senator Burgoyne continued he did not understand after all the efforts made by
the Legislature to assure the private sector could continue to set the terms and
conditions of employment, why the issue was being brought up at that time.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send RS 29658C1 to print. Senator Anthon seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator Burgoyne asked to be
recorded as voting nay.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Lee moved to send the Gubernatorial Reappointment of Matthew
REAPPOINTMENT Thomas to the Sexual Offender Management Board to the floor with a
VOTE:
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Burgoyne
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
GUBERNATORIAL The Gubernatorial Reappointment of Dr. Michael Johnston to the Sexual
REAPPOINTMENT: Offender Management Board (SOMB) to serve a term commencing March 4,
2022 and expiring July 1, 2025. Dr. Johnston indicated that he had been on the
SOMB since its inception in 2011. He would like to continue to serve and finish
the work they were doing. Their focus had been on the Sexual Offender Registry
and the possibility of changing it to a care based system and adopting quality of
both treatment and evaluations for sex offenders. Senator Lee asked what the
Legislature could do to help the SOMB. Dr. Johnston responded the continued
support from the courts, from the attorneys and from the treatment community
would help the board to continue their mission.
GUBERNATORIAL The Judicial Reappointment of Philip Reberger to the Idaho Judicial
REAPPOINTMENT: Council to serve a term commencing July 1, 2021 and expiring July 1, 2027. Mr.
Reberger stated he was a non attorney member of the Council and he had
learned much about the legal system during his service. He was anxious to
continue to serve and would do whatever necessary to help the people of Idaho
have confidence in their judicial system and those who serve there.
DISCUSSION:

Senator Lee asked Mr. Reberger his opinion on the people's ability to choose
the judiciary versus having them appointed by the Judicial Council. Mr.
Reberger stated that he was very comfortable with the process in Idaho and we
were lucky to have the best of both worlds. Senator Wintrow asked one thing
he was proud of in his service. Mr. Reberger responded the Judicial Council
was very successful in dealing with a relatively small number of discipline
problems. Senator Burgoyne thanked Mr. Reberger for his many years of
service. He added that he had a maturity and ability to see past the moment to
longer term issues. Senator Lodge asked Mr. Reberger what could be done
to recruit more applicants for the judiciary. Mr. Reberger responded to provide
adequate benefits and compensation, increase the number of judge positions
so caseloads were not so high and to encourage recruitment efforts by the bar
and the judiciary. He commented it was important to encourage law students to
think of becoming a part of the judiciary.
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ADJOURNED:

There being no further business before the committee, Chairman Lakey
adjourned the meeting at 2:10 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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H 658

Josh Tewalt, Director,
EXECUTION - Amends existing law to provide
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certain records shall be exempt from disclosure.

S 1340
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:33 p.m. and said the first order of business was to vote
on the two Gubernatorial reappointments.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Ricks moved to send the Gubernatorial reappointment of Dr.
REAPPOINTMENT: Michael Johnston to the Sexual Offender Management Board to the floor with
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Lee seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.
GUBERNATORIAL Senator Lee moved to send the Gubernatorial reappointment of Philip Reberger
REAPPOINTMENT: to the Idaho Judicial Council to the floor with recommendation that he be
confirmed by the Senate. Senator Anthon seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote.
H 658

Relating to Execution. Mark Kabinski, representing the Attorney General's
office (AG), stated that it was the policy of the State of Idaho to provide for capital
punishment in appropriate cases. The problem the state faced was the inability
to carry out those sentences due to not being able to protect the identity of those
who provide the chemicals and those who are involved in the execution process.
Mr. Kabinski said the AG's office had two responsibilities with respect to the
issue. They were:
• ensure that the verdicts of Idaho's juries were defended through the appeals
process and were carried out, including capital punishment cases;
• ensure the ability to defend the policy pronouncements of the Legislature.
Mr. Kabinski said H 658 amended two statutes. It allowed for confidentially
in the process and the Public Records Act. These amendments were meant
to operate in tandem to ensure that the confidentiality in these circumstances
was protected. There were tactics that were being used in opposition to the
death penalty, so a policy needed to be in place for the state to go forward in
protecting the identities of those who provided the chemicals and those assisting
in the execution process.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne questioned as to why the word "execution" appears before
the word "lawful" on pages 1 and 2 of the legislation and wondered if it would
affect a defendant's rights. Mr. Kabinski replied that it was inferred in the
statute that it was lawful and the state would not proceed with an execution if it
wasn't. Senator Burgoyne asked if a family brought a lawsuit because a lethal
injection execution was not properly carried out, how would they be able to prove
it in court with this confidentiality provision. Mr. Kabinski replied that it was not
considered with this statute and would need to be addressed in court.
Senator Lakey inquired as to what other states have done in this regard. Mr.
Kabinski said 19 states have a version of a confidentiality statute and Idaho's
was drafted after looking at the other states' versions.
Vice Chairman Ricks asked if other methods were used for executions. Mr.
Kabinski said that prior to 2009, there was a provision in the statute that
authorized the use of firing squads, in addition to lethal injection.
The discussion then centered around which states made the drugs that were
used for lethal injection executions. Mr. Kabinski said the director of the
Department of Correction determines the type of chemical to be used. Senator
Burgoyne asked if the Department makes it known in advance which drugs
were going to be used for a personal execution. Mr. Kabinski said he was
aware that some did know ahead of time.
Josh Tewalt, Director, Idaho Department of Correction, thanked the Committee
for the way they approached this issue. Transparency was available in this
process and part of that procedure outlined what was to occur. It defined
personnel, credentials, and which chemicals were going to be used. Mr. Tewalt
said the identity of key people needed to be protected. The department has had
a hard time getting people to help because there was a lack of confidence in the
process. The department had been unable to secure the chemicals because
there was also a lack of confidence from the people who provided them.
Mr. Tewalt said the policy question was whether or not the public had an
entitlement to that specific information of who supplies chemicals for this
particular process. When asked about his thoughts on hanging, the gas chamber,
or firing squad, Mr. Tewalt said he was not here as an advocate for capital
punishment. He was here as the person who was assigned by Idaho Code to
develop procedures and policies to carry out that particular process. The lethal
drug process had been vetted and upheld by the Supreme Court multiple times.
Mr. Tewalt stated that when we start looking at whether or not it is appropriate
to authorize other methods of execution, consideration must be made on the
potential impacts on the people who would have to carry out those executions.

TESTIMONY:

Anne Taylor, Chief Public Defender, said she serves on the Board of Idaho
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers and is qualified in capital defense as
lead counsel to represent those facing a case where the state seeks the death
penalty. Ms. Taylor explained the procedure she applied in the court cases.
Opposing H 658 were Ken Burgess, representing the Idaho Press Club; Teresa
Molitor, representing the Idaho Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers; and
Lauren Bramwell, policy strategist, ACLU.
Ronald Bush, a retired federal judge, shared some experiences while serving
as a judge. He suggested that the Committee hold off on taking any action and
have an interim committee hear from the people who produce the drugs.
Robert Dunham, Executive Director, Death Penalty Information Center, said
they do not have a position for or against the death penalty, but were critical of
the way it was administered (see Attachment 1).
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Mr. Kabinski concluded the discussion by saying this legislation merely
protected the identity of those who supplied chemicals and participated in the
trainings and preparations for those executions and asked the Committee to
pass the legislation.
MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 658 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lee seconded the motion.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to hold H 658 in Committee. Senator Wintrow
seconded the motion.

ROLL CALL
VOTE:

Chairman Lakey called for a roll call vote on the substitute motion. Vice
Chairman Ricks, Senators Zito, Burgoyne, and Wintrow voted aye.
Chairman Lakey, Senators Lee, Anthon and Thayn voted nay. The motion
failed.

ROLL CALL
VOTE:

Chairman Lakey called for a roll call vote on the original motion. Chairman
Lakey, Senators Lee, Anthon and Thayn voted aye. Vice Chairman Ricks,
Senators Zito, Burgoyne, and Wintrow voted nay. The motion failed.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to hold H 658 until tomorrow's meeting. Senator Ricks
seconded the motion. The motion carried.

ADJOURNED:

Chairman Lakey announced that S 1340 would be heard tomorrow. There
being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting
at 3:00 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
____________________________
Juanita Budell
Majority Staff Assistant
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Senator Anthon

S 1340
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definition of "owner."
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S 1381

CORONAVIRUS - Adds to existing law to
establish the Coronavirus Pause Act to prohibit
certain actions related to coronavirus.

Senator Winder
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Register to Testify
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Chairman Lakey, Senators Lee, Anthon, Thayn, Zito, Burgoyne, and Wintrow
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Vice Chairman Ricks, Senator Lodge

NOTE:

The sign-in sheet, testimonies and other related materials will be retained with
the minutes in the committee's office until the end of the session and will then be
located on file with the minutes in the Legislative Services Library.

CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 9:03 a.m.

RS 29777

Senator Anthon explained RS 29777 was a result of discussions between
leadership of the majority parties of both the House and Senate. After promulgation
of a temporary rule, this proposed legislation would require a negotiated rule
making process.

MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to send RS 29777 to print. Senator Thayn seconded the
motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

S 1340

Pam Eaton, President and CEO, Idaho Retailers Association, stated this
legislation is in response to an Idaho Supreme Court case that determined that a
person who "buys" goods from a seller based upon fraudulent intent and false
promises to pay, becomes the "owner of those goods" upon receipt. The act may
be fraud, but it is not theft. The ruling was based on the definition of "owner" as
being the person who has superior possessory rights. The ruling determined no
theft could occur because the person committing the fraud would be considered
the "owner" of the fradulently obtained goods. Ms. Eaton explained the ruling
appeared contrary to the intent of the theft law. S 1340 needed to clarify the taking
of goods by false promises or fraud does not convey ownership and cannot be
considered theft. There were no changes to the Uniform Commercial Code relating
to "good faith purchasers." This legislation would protect Idaho businesses from
persons engaging in fraud.

DISCUSSION:

Jeff White was in attendance to help with questions if needed. Senator Wintrow
asked how one would prove "fraudulent intent." Senator Anthon responded a
factor in any kind of fraud case is the intent. What is being referred to is someone
intended to defraud someone with never an intent to pay.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send S 1340 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Anthon seconded the motion. The motion passed by voice vote.

S 1381

Senator Winder explained S 1381 relates to coronavirus and the coronavirus
vaccines and the situation that had been going on in our country. A decision to have
a vaccine is a personal choice. This bill puts a one year hold on vaccinations under
certain circumstances as they relate to the coronavirus. There are constitutional
protections of employer contract rights in both the state and U.S. Constitutions,
and laws can not be passed that would interfere with those rights. Idaho is a
right-to-work state and that language is made very clear. Senator Winder pointed
out some of the specific definitions used in the legislation. Coronavirus and any
subsequent identified mutation, modification or strain of severe acute respiratory
syndrome is included in the definition of coronavirus. Vaccination, in this context,
means the introduction of a coronavirus vaccine into the human body. Foreign
jurisdiction means any state, commonwealth, country or nation outside the State
of Idaho. When employees have to travel internationally and are required to
be vaccinated for admission to other countries, they can still be required to be
vaccinated. This legislation also had broad application in the public venue. A
business entity in Idaho shall not refuse to provide any service, product, admission
to a venue or transportation of a person because that person had or had not
received a coronavirus vaccination. Any business entity receiving Medicare or
Medicaid funding shall be exempt from S 1381 requirements as will anyone
providing health care in a hospital or care facility. The legislation was a safeguard
against discrimination of people based on their vaccination status. Senator Winder
explained there was a provision that provided for one-time incentives to receive the
vaccine. The enforcement action of the bill is a fine of up to $1,000 per employee
who was unlawfully required to receive a vaccination. Attorney fees could be
awarded to a plaintiff in case of termination according to the severability clause.
The sunset clause on this legislation starts one year after termination or expiration
of all state emergencies related to coronavirus in Idaho. An emergency provision
was included stating the bill would be in full force and effect upon passage.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow asked questions relating to how S 1381 would affect small
businesses and general hiring practices. Senator Winder stated that vaccination
status can not be the reason you hire or do not hire someone. Small firms and
businesses tend to voluntarily get vaccinations and this legislation does not prevent
anyone from being voluntarily vaccinated. Senator Burgoyne questioned the
definition of "business entity," Senator Winder asked Chairman Lakey to answer
the legal questions. Chairman Lakey responded that sole proprietorships would be
included in "business entity."

TESTIMONY:

Max Brown testifying in his own behalf. Mr. Brown spoke from his experiences
with people who, for one reason or another, could not be vaccinated. Mr. Brown's
opinion is anyone vaccinated or unvaccinated could spread the disease, and
anyone vaccinated or unvaccinated could get the disease. He stated we cannot
discriminate against people because their health would not permit them to be
vaccinated. Mr. Brown continued that even though some people think the
legislation does not do enough, he thinks it lets people know that everyone should
be treated with respect and dignity. He encouraged passage of S 1381.

TESTIMONY:

Jason Kreizenbeck, representing Micron Semiconductor, asked the Committee
to send the legislation to the amending order to change the enactment date to May
1, 2022 to give large companies 30 days to prepare changes related to how they
work with employees. Mr. Kreizenbeck suggested exempting federal contractors
if the OSHA appeal would go forward as opposed to just referring to federal law.
Senator Wintrow asked if Micron supported the legislation. Mr. Kreizenbeck
hesitated and responded that he was not given the authority to speak to that
question.
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TESTIMONY:

Liza Leonard, Director of Public Affairs, Ball Ventures representing CEO,
Courtney Liddiard, stated that she was testifying in opposition to S 1381.
Her concern was about the potential long term impacts it could have on at will
employment in Idaho. Ball Ventures does not support the legislation considering
the bill expanded regulations on how employers operate their businesses. Ms.
Leonard encouraged Idaho to stay business friendly and allow businesses to make
the best decisions for their employees.

TESTIMONY:

Representative Ben Adams stated he was in favor of passage of S 1381. He
clarified this bill does not create a special class. It puts all Idahoans into the
same bar. There was no defining factor in how anyone was treated related to
vaccination status. Senator Wintrow asked if this legislation would cause people
to be supportive of other precautions such as masks. Representative Adams
responded the legislation did not address anything but the coronavirus vaccine. He
reiterated that receiving the vaccine was not a term of employment.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Winder concluded stating the requested changes were not required
to happen over night, but employees did need to be made aware of them. He
recognized there were concerns from those who saw this as undue interference in
businesses. In writing the legislation, an effort was made to acknowledge contract
rights and to recognize there were employees that needed to be vaccinated to do
their jobs, to travel and to go into certain types of customer areas. The legislature
did recognize those concerns because of the importance of those industries to
Idaho and the relationships with the people involved. Senator Winder stated he felt
a total balance was not realistic but S 1381 would help close the gap.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne made a Rule 39 (H) disclosure due to unique factors related to
his mediation business. Senator Burgoyne discussed several issues of concern
in the legislation. He indicated the legality of asking if his clients had or had not
been vaccinated for covid was unclear. The definition of "business entity" and
the lack of a definition of "person" were concerning to him. He stated S 1381 did
create two disfavored classes. It protects everyone except those individuals who
are vaccinated or vulnerable people who need to be protected with a vaccine.
He was concerned that sole proprietors were not aware of the law and what the
boundaries were and the potential for breaking the law. Senator Burgoyne was
also concerned about the long term impact on the Idaho business community and
their at will status. He stated he was opposed to this legislation. Senator Wintrow
did not support the bill because the use of vaccination status as discrimination is
not in line with the complaints she received from constituents. This legislature has
resisted adding the words sexual orientation and gender identity to the human
rights act and that is true discrimination.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send S 1381 to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
Senator Anthon seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senator
Burgoyne and Senator Wintrow asked to be recorded as voting nay.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 10:10 a.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Judiciary and Rules Committee
(Committee) to order at 1:30 p.m. He announced that voting on the
Gubernatorial reappointment of Darrell Bolz would precede the voting on H 658.

GUBERNATORIAL
REAPPOINTMENT:

Chairman Lakey said Mr. Bolz was reappointed to the State Public Defense
Commission (Commission) and asked him to tell the Committee why he
wants to continue to serve. Mr. Bolz said he has served on the Commission
since its inception in 2014. His main concern was to ensure that indigent
defendants have constitutional representation and also to elevate the status
of public defenders. He reviewed his resume for the benefit of the Committee.
Chairman Lakey thanked Mr. Bolz for his service and said voting would take
place at a later date.

H 658

Chairman Lakey explained that H 658 was held over from the previous meeting
due to time constraints and asked for a motion.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 658 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lodge seconded the motion.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Senator Wintrow moved to table H 658. Senator Zito seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow questioned the rules regarding motions. Chairman Lakey
replied that a tie vote decides nothing, but leaves the situation unchanged.
Senator Burgoyne explained that tabling is final. Senator Anthon said he was
perplexed by some of the concerns about the rules and reiterated that a tie
vote decides nothing.

ROLL CALL VOTE: Chairman Lakey called for a roll call vote on the substitute motion. Voting aye
were Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Zito, Burgoyne, and Wintrow. Voting
nay were Chairman Lakey, Senators Lodge, Lee, Anthon, and Thayn. The
motion failed.
ROLL CALL VOTE: Chairman Lakey called for a roll call vote on the original motion. Voting aye
were Chairman Lakey, Senators Lodge, Lee, Anthon, and Thayn. Voting
nay were Vice Chairman Ricks, Senators Zito, Burgoyne, and Wintrow. The
motion carried.
Chairman Lakey said H 658 will be sent to the floor with a do pass
recommendation and appreciated everyone's consideration. He announced
that due to technical difficulties, the hearing for Dan Dinning would be heard
later in the meeting.

S 1360

Relating to Judges. Jason Spillman, Legal Counsel for the Administrative
Office of the Courts, presented this legislation. It amends the existing law to
revise a provision regarding the salary of the Justices of the Supreme Court.
There are four types of judgeships. To accomplish both the budget process
as well as the salary statute, a 3 percent plus $1.25 per hour increase to the
current Magistrate Judge's salary was first calculated. This resulted in a $6,572
salary increase per judicial officer. They have the lowest salary level of all of the
judges. The Supreme Court Justice would receive a 4.1 percent increase; a
Court of Appeals judge would receive a 4.4 percent increase; a district judge
would receive a 4.6 percent increase; and a magistrate judge would receive
a 5.0 percent increase. Only the magistrate judge receiving an increase was
originally recommended by the governor.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow inquired if the State kept records to ascertain the problem
of salary challenges and recruitment of judges. Mr. Spillman said they had
statistics that Idaho's salaries for judges were below the level of salaries of
judges in states that adjoin Idaho, other than one. Salaries were one identified
aspect of getting practicing lawyers to decide to sit on the bench.
Senator Lee asked if it was important to keep the differential in the salaries
of the judges. Mr. Spilllman said the differences had been discussed and
they continue to experience problems, particularly at the District Judge level.
Mr. Spillman said that was something the court wants to look at as part of its
process to address all of the recruitment issues.
Senator Lodge said her husband was a former district judge and wished to be
recorded as stating a conflict of interest by declaring Rule 39 (H).

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Ricks moved to send S 1360 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote.

S 1382

Relating to the Judicial Council. Senator Lee presented S 1382 and talked
about how the Council was structured. The Supreme Court Justice is also the
chairman of the Council. It was revised about 50 years ago at the request of
legislators and it was the duty of the Legislature to review the provisions as it
was State policy. The current statute proposes that the Idaho Bar Commission
sends three names to the Senate and the Governor sends three public names.
The Senate then determines who will sit on the Judicial Council. This procedure
was meant to take the politics out of these important decisions. Senator Lee
stated the primary responsibility, in her opinion, for the Judicial Council was
making sure that the judges were held accountable.
Senator Lee said what she was proposing in this legislation was to add a
magistrate position to a permanent appointment on the Council. She also
proposed changing the length of the appointment term from six years to four
years to align with other commissions and councils.

TESTIMONY:

Janelle Kerrick, Senior District Judge, said she is appearing on behalf of the
Idaho Supreme Court. Judge Kerrick said the Judicial Council was created
in 1967 following collaboration among legislators, attorneys, judges and the
public to ensure merit-based screening of judicial applicants for a referral to the
governor. This process involved a supplementary committee, a work group,
judges, attorneys, and members of the public. The system, together with
elections, has produced a judiciary that is recognized nationally for excellence
and innovation. Judge Kerrick said this bill makes significant changes to the
council process and she thanked Senator Lee for identifying her concerns.
Judge Kerrick said the Supreme Court was supportive of a comprehensive
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consideration of these proposed changes and potentially other changes to
the structure of the Council.
Chairman Lakey said the question before the Committee is "should we make
changes in the makeup of who chooses a council and who chooses our judges."
A lot of responsibility is on this Council and it should be more reflective of
transparency. He asked for the Committee's support to send S 1382 to the 14th
Order for possible amendments and also thanked Senator Lee.
Senator Thayn said his concern is can this legislation get passed by the end of
the session. Senator Lee responded by saying she had conversations with the
House that has encouraged her that it could pass this session.
MOTION:

Senator Lodge moved that S 1382 be referred to the 14th Order for possible
amendment. Chairman Lakey seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne said more time was needed, more consideration, more
reflection, and hearing from more diverse voices. Senator Lodge said she was
concerned about the recruitment. She also said it was not an easy lifestyle for
a judge and his/her family, as she has had a personal experience regarding
that matter. Senator Wintrow's concern was the appointment process. Vice
Chairman Ricks was hoping for collaboration and input. Chairman Lakey likes
the reduction from a six year term to a four-year term.
The majority of the Committee voted in favor of the motion. Voting nay were
Senators Burgoyne and Wintrow .

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Chairman Lakey said the consideration of the reappointment of Dan Dinning,
H 616 and H 621 would be heard at the next meeting.
ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 3:00 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
____________________________
Juanita Budell
Majority Staff Assistant
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:01 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL
REAPPOINTMENT:

Chairman Lakey welcomed Dan Dinning from Boundary County (by virtual
TV) and asked him to tell the Committee why he would like to continue to
serve on the Public Defense Commission (Commission). Mr. Dinning said he
had served on the Commission since 2001 and had tried to balance the effect
of going forward with the things that were needed and how they affect the
counties. Boundary County was a small county, therefore it had to contract
with attorneys. Mr. Dinning said improvement had been made in public
defense, but they were looking at ways of improving it without it becoming
burdensome.
Chairman Lakey asked Mr. Dinning if he thought the counties were listened
to by the Commission. Mr. Dinning replied in the affirmative. He added that
when workload requirements increased, the counties asked the Commission
to meet those standards and they were put into effect. Mr. Dinning stated
that what was good for the institutional officers may not necessarily be good
for the small counties that were contracting for public defense.
Senator Wintrow thanked Mr. Dinning for his service and also thanked
him for teaching her so much during the two years that she was on the
Commission. Senator Wintrow then asked Mr. Dinning what personal skills
he possessed that were important to the position. Mr. Dinning said he
listened and asked for a differing opinion because it causes one to reevaluate
the position they may have had.
Senator Anthon thanked Mr. Dinning for his service.

S 1397

Relating to the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act. Senator Anthon said
the legislation represented the ongoing struggle to improve the rulemaking
and the rule review process. He received feedback and concerns about
unintended consequences that could occur. Senator Anthon requested that
S1397 be sent to the 14th Order for possible amendment. Vice Chairman
Ricks asked for an overview of the intent of the bill. Senator Anthon replied
that the intent was not to have a constant administrating of the law.

MOTION:

Vice Chairman Ricks moved that S 1397 be referred to the 14th Order for
possible amendment. Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote.

H 629

Relating to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act. Senator Lee said
the legislation deals with how administrative hearings can be improved in our
state to create transparency and fairness for our citizens. The question before
the Committee is whether the remaining risk of bias is compelling enough to
change the current system. The Office of Performance Evaluations (OPE)
report indicated there were a number of areas specifically at risk.

TESTIMONY:

Brian McCauley, Chairman, Region 4, Idaho Foster Care Citizen's Review
Panel, said he was not speaking as a representative, but for himself. He
shared an instance where the law was violated at a hearing. He appealed,
but again, he was in front of the same seven people who had made the first
decision. Mr. McCauley said an external third party administrative hearing
would bring tremendous benefit to helping find and determine what is the
best interest of children.
Senator Wintrow said she appreciated the persistence and leadership of Mr.
McCauley in the foster care program.
Representative Caroline Troy, cosponsor of H 629, shared a letter (see
Attachment 1) from Katherine Miller, a veterinarian in Moscow. She had
an experience of being informed, by letter, she was out of compliance and
would be fined and have her license suspended. After $20,000 in attorney
fees and trying to explain her situation she gave up. The hearing was unfair
and very biased.
Representative Troy said agencies have the option to be the hearing officer
or to contract out for one. The Attorney General's office was closely aligned
with agencies with which they were assigned to work. This complicated the
chance to have a fair resolution. The OPE study reached out to 13 officials
and there were some who felt like the bias was built in. The new structure
would be built so the bias could not exist.
Andy Snook, standing in for Brian Kane with the Attorney General's office,
said they appreciate the efforts of Representative Troy and Senator Lee and
were supportive of an administrative hearing system that affords due process.
Mr. Snook said H 629 does not solve the underlying concern, which was the
decisions made by those with the authority to make decisions. He asked that
the amendments to be considered carve out the Department of Health and
Welfare, which in turn would leave the fair hearings unit in place.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 629 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Wintrow seconded the motion. The motion
carried by voice vote.

H 621

Relating to Public Records Senator Woodward stated this legislation is a
proposal pertaining to the Public Records Act. H 621 would add an additional
exemption for cybersecurity records relating to the nature, location or function
of cybersecurity devices, programs or systems. The focus is on those
systems designed to protect computer information, information technology
or communication systems against terrorists or other attacks. One added
chapter would authorize a reason for an executive session in a public meeting.
Many government computer systems hold personal identifiable information
and it is important to protect their identities. Minimizing the risk of a breach
was a method of protecting secure data.
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TESTIMONY:

Kelley Packer, Executive Director, Idaho Association of Cities testified
that H 621 brought clarity to public records related to cybersecurity. It
proposed a user friendly section of the act that would exempt cybersecurity
records from release. It would allow cities, counties and other government
entities to go into executive session to discuss the topic. Director Packer
stated this bill strikes a balance in protecting the safety of the public at large.
This legislation was a cost effective way to reduce cyber liability for Idahoans.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 621 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lodge seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.

H 596

Representative James Ruchti stated H 596 repeals a code section that
had been unconstitutional since 1974; the law was inconsistent. Idaho Code
stated that one could not sue the driver of a vehicle if that person was a
passenger in an accident. The law states the driver can be sued if it was
partly or totally the driver's fault. A person must get insurance from the driver's
insurance company before the person can look to his/her own underinsured
motorist coverage.

MOTION:

Senator Wintrow moved to send H 596 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business, Chairman Lakey adjourned the meeting
at 1:53 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:33 p.m.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Chairman Lakey announced that the RS's would be considered first, followed
by the voting for the Gubernatorial candidates, then H 699 and last, H 616.
RS 29657

Relating to Underground Facilities. Chairman Lakey said Chairman Vick
had sent a letter requesting that RS 29657 be printed. Chairman Lakey then
asked for unanimous consent that RS 29657 be sent to print. There were no
objections. The bill was returned to the Senate Resources and Environment
Committee for a hearing.

RS 29671
RS 29801
RS 29864

RS 29671 - Relating to Outfitters and Guides
RS 29801 - Relating to Crimes and Punishment
RS 29864 - Relating to Sex Crimes
Chairman Lakey stated these RS's were presented late and essentially they
are just being printed for informational purposes and it was not his intent to
move them forward. It does get the bills out to the public for comment and
could possibly be taken up next year.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send RS 29671, RS 29801, and RS 29864 to print.
Vice Chairman Ricks seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
REAPPOINTMENT
VOTE:

Senator Thayn moved to send the Gubernatorial reappointment of Darrell Bolz
to the State Public Defense Commission to the floor with recommendation that
he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The
motion carried by voice vote.

GUBERNATORIAL
REAPPOINTMENT
VOTE:

Vice Chairman Ricks moved to send the Gubernatorial reappointment
of Dan Dinning to the State Public Defense Commission to the floor with
recommendation that he be confirmed by the Senate. Senator Lee seconded
the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Ricks.

H 699

Relating to Evidence. Chairman Lakey presented H 699 and said it is another
opportunity to support our first responders. This bill deals with peer support
counseling among our first responders. Chairman Lakey said the average
American experiences 32 traumatic events in their lifetime, but the average
first responder experiences 36 traumatic events in a single year. More first
responders die from suicide than were killed in the line of duty.

Eighty-two percent of first responders who used peer support services found
it to be favorable, yet only 18 percent had used peer support services.
Chairman Lakey stated that when they were asked the reason why they were
not utilizing that service more, the response was the lack of the ability to
communicate confidentially with the peer support counselor. H 699 would allow
first responders the ability to speak to a peer support specialist in a private and
confidential setting. The exceptions include: a threat of suicide, a threat to
commit a criminal act if it is required by law to be disclosed, or an admission of
criminal conduct.
TESTIMONY:

Rich Brown, a professional firefighter, peer team member, and a licensed
professional counselor, testified in support of H 699. He said the ethical
foundation of any peer team was trust, confidentiality and safety. This legislation
backed up ethics of trust and confidentiality with legal protection for peer
support specialists and helped to break down the stigma of getting help from
peers or professional counselors.

DISCUSSION:

Chairman Lakey inquired as to how a person was designated as a peer
counselor. Mr. Brown said peer team members are chosen and then trained
by each department. It may be based on previous education, professional
seminars, or an appropriate degree. Senator Wintrow asked if the counselors
provided support for the peer specialists. Mr. Brown responded in the
affirmative and said his experience with the Boise Fire Department was to
gather with their team and often train with the core team.
CeCe Andrews, former mental health counselor, asked what the main
difference was between a peer counselor and a regular counselor and were
they paid. Chairman Lakey said his understanding was that they were simply
peers and did not receive any extra compensation.
Vice Chairman Ricks asked if there was sharing between departments. Mr.
Brown said that Boise Fire had trained with other jurisdictions throughout the
area. Some firefighters had traveled the country to take other training and he
personally trained in Montana.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send H 699 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Ricks passed the gavel to Chairman Lakey.

H 616

Relating to Corporate Filings. Representative Caroline Troy presented
the legislation, saying it was a simple bill dealing with charity. Without any
compelling reason, private charities have been forced to report confidential
financial information. Representative Troy said this bill protected private
foundations and charitable trusts by clarifying that the only business reports
they needed to file were those required under the state's nonprofit act and
consumer protection laws.
Kate Haas, representing The Philanthropy Roundtable, said they had been
working on this legislation and suggested removing some of the language in the
bill and replacing it with an amendment. The amendment language specified
that if there was a specific enforcement action against an organization or an
investigation for fraud, then it had a catchall provision for the Attorney General.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 616 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by
voice vote.
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ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:00 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
____________________________
Juanita Budell
Majority Staff Assistant
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:04 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL Chairman Lakey welcomed Jeffery Betts who has been reappointed to the
REAPPOINTMENT: Sexual Offender Management Board (Board). Mr. Betts said he had been on
the Board since its inception in 2011 and serves as the Juvenile Treatment
and Assessment Specialist. Mr. Betts said he hopes to be reappointed so the
remaining objectives can be completed.
Senator Lee asked what improvements have been made and what more could
be done to keep our communities safe and help people rehabilitate. Mr. Betts
replied that one of the things the Board has been able to do was to establish a
set of standards for professionals that work with people who have committed
sex offenses in our communities. Mr. Betts stated that the Board's mission
was twofold. One was to make sure the current members and professionals
do their work well and secondly, as they move into the final phase, address
the registry. Chairman Lakey thanked Mr. Betts and said voting would be at
a future meeting.
APPROVAL OF
MINUTES:

Vice Chairman Ricks moved to approve the Minutes of February 14, 2022.
Senator Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

APPROVAL OF
MINUTES:

Senator Lee moved to approve the Minutes of February 16, 2022. Senator
Thayn seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

APPROVAL OF
MINUTES:

Senator Burgoyne moved to approve the Minutes of February 28, 2022. Vice
Chairman Ricks seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

APPROVAL OF
MINUTES:

Senator Lodge moved to approve the Minutes of February 21, 2022. Senator
Lee seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

APPROVAL OF
MINUTES:

Senator Thayn moved to approve the Minutes of March 2, 2022. Senator
Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Chairman Lakey passed the gavel to Vice Chairman Ricks.

HCR 50

House and Senate Judiciary Committees Rule Approval. Chairman Lakey
said this Concurrent Resolution approved fee and non-fee administrative rules
for the Department of Juvenile Corrections, Board of Correction, State Police
Public Safety, State Police POST, and Commission of Pardons and Parole. The
rule for the Public Defense Commission was not approved.

MOTION:

Senator Thayn moved to send HCR 50 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Burgoyne seconded the motion. The motion carried
by voice vote.

PASSED THE
GAVEL:

Vice Chairman Ricks passed the gavel to Chairman Lakey.

H 775

Relating to Refugees. Representative Sage Dixon presented H 775 and
said it would require any non-governmental organization that facilitates the
resettlement of refugees into the State of Idaho to report the age, sex, and
country of origin to certain state agencies, as well as to the Board of County
Commissioners and mayor of each city where the refugees are being placed.
Mr. Dixon said the bill provides reporting dates and definitions, and makes all
information exempt from disclosure. The reason for requesting the information
of the refugees was to enable charitable organizations, church groups, schools,
and whoever else may help where they were being resettled, to service them
better.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne had multiple questions regarding H 775. Jeff Wardle
thought the language of the bill was too vague. Holly Beech doesn't think
the bill will help people. Robert Nauerbout said the information regarding
the refugees was already available. LaRay Wilson stated this would have a
negative effect on refugees. Georgette Sekayhost said this bill would infringe
on the refugees right to privacy.
Senator Anthon said local communities should have that information available.
They need to know how many people are coming to be able to help them.

MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved that H 775 be held in Committee. Senator Wintrow
seconded the motion. The motion carried by voice vote. Senators Wintrow,
Zito, and Anthon asked to be recorded as voting nay.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:04 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
____________________________
Juanita Budell
Majority Staff Assistant
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CONVENED:

Chairman Lakey called the meeting of the Senate Judiciary and Rules
Committee (Committee) to order at 1:00 p.m.

GUBERNATORIAL Senator Thayn moved to send the Gubernatorial Reappointment of Jeffery
REAPPOINTMENT Bates to the Sexual Offender Management Board with a recommendation that
VOTE:
he be confirmed by the Senate. Vice Chairman Ricks seconded the motion.
The motion carried by voice vote.
JUDICIAL
APPOINTMENT
VOTE:

Senator Burgoyne moved to send the Judicial Appointment of Michelle Points
to the Judicial Council with a recommendation that she be confirmed by the
Senate. Senator Wintrow seconded the motion.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Senator Lee moved to send the Judicial Appointment of Michelle Points to
the Judicial Council with a recommendation that she not be confirmed by the
Senate. Senator Ricks seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne added Ms. Points would be a wonderful addition to the
Council and she was being considered under the current law. She is a person
who had personal and intellectual integrity and she stood up for what she
believes. Senator Lee stated she had concerns because the appointment was
made by the Bar Commission directly through the Judicial Council, was heard in
this Committee, and no one else had a chance to vet the appointment. Senator
Lee will not support the appointment.

ROLL CALL VOTE Chairman Lakey called for a roll call vote on the Substitute Motion to not
- SUBSTITUTE
confirm Ms. Points to the Judicial Council. Voting aye were Vice Chairman
MOTION:
Ricks, Senator Lee, Senator Anthon, and Senator Thayn. Voting nay were
Chairman Lakey, Senator Lodge, Senator Zito, Senator Burgoyne, and
Senator Wintrow. The motion failed.
ROLL CALL
VOTE - ORIGINAL
MOTION

Chairman Lakey called for a roll call vote on the Original Motion to confirm Ms.
Points to the Judicial Council. Voting aye were Chairman Lakey, Senator
Lodge, Senator Zito, Senator Burgoyne, and Senator Wintrow. Voting nay
were Vice Chairman Ricks, Senator Lee, Senator Anthon, and Senator
Thayn. The motion carried to confirm Ms. Points to the Judicial Council.

H 782

Senator Lee introduced H 782 and explained the proposed changes to fill
judicial vacancies. The legislation changes the term of appointment from six (6)
years to four (4) years. It also does the following: (1) It changes the way the
members of the Judicial Council are chosen. The judicial members would be
selected by the Supreme Court, the non-judicial attorney members would be
appointed by the governor from a list of three from the Idaho State Bar, and there
would be no change to the manner of approving public members. (2) It changes
the membership from seven members to eleven members to add a magistrate
judge as a member of the Council; changes the number of non-judicial attorney
members to four with requirements for diversity and parity among practice areas;
and increases the number of non-attorney members to four. (3) This legislation
also allows the Governor to reject a slate of nominees provided by the Judicial
Council to fill a judicial vacancy. (4) It makes public information concerning the
applicants to fill a judicial vacancy who are on a slate of applicants provided to
the Governor for appointment. (5) It allows applicants to see survey comments
which were solicited from Idaho State Bar members and the public, which
previously were withheld from applicants, but provided that comments are not
public. (6) It changed the salary of the supreme court justices to $163,655
per year and adjusted the pay scale of lower courts from a fixed amount to a
percentage to prevent compacting the pay scales. (7) Finally, it removed an
exception allowing the judicial branch to submit their annual budget request a
month later than other state agencies.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow suggested that the survey comments being shared may inhibit
the people's comments or inhibit people from applying. Senator Lee explained
the survey results would discuss the person's strengths and weaknesses and
the report would be delivered to the Governor. In addition, the applicants would
have access to the comments if they were requested not less than 48 hours prior
to the interview. It would disclose any written information or comments provided
to the Judicial Council as part of the application process. If the respondent
included their name on the survey, it was provided to the applicant. If there was
something submitted that was already public record, it remains public even
though it was submitted as part of the comments.

TESTIMONY:

Representative Ron Nate testified against the passage of H 782.
Representative Nate indicated he had served on the Judicial Council for
six years, and was a gubernatorial appointee and went through the Senate
approval process. He shared it was an enlightening experience and gave him an
opportunity to see the Idaho Judiciary in another view. Representative Nate
stated Idaho has excellent judges and attorneys statewide. He was impressed
with the nonpolitical nature of how the Judicial Council operated. The goal was
always to find the best candidate to serve in the judgeships. Representative
Nate said he had a concern with the legislation because it would change the
composition. The balance of power would change in relation to the governor's
appointments, and in the number of prosecutorial attorneys versus defense
attorneys serving on the Council. He stated he feels the current process was
working and a change was not needed.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow asked Representative Nate to explain his main points of
concern. Representative Nate stated they include: (1) The change in the
composition was a huge shift in power. (2) The disclosure of comments. The
pattern of comments were important in choosing the judges and they often gave
a feeling of how that person would behave as a judge. Representative Nate
stated he was concerned about sharing the survey information because it may
inhibit the respondents from being candid in their responses.
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TESTIMONY:

Ken McClure, representing Idaho Liability Reform Coalition, testified in
favor of H 782 and urged passage of the legislation. Mr. McClure stated
there was a lack of accountability for filling judicial vacancies. The legislation
improves the process by having the Bar Association, rather than simply naming
someone to serve on the Council subject to Senate confirmation. It allowed the
Judicial Council to be populated by an attorney who was nominated by the
board from a list of three names which was very similar to the current process.
The second improvement was H 782 adds transparency so that the public can
have a better understanding about the Judicial Council make up and why it was
done that way. Mr. McClure summarized saying this bill nominated people to
the Judicial Council through a public process, explained the decision for filling
the vacancy, and offered an opportunity to have a wide variety of views from all
involved stakeholders.

TESTIMONY:

Mark Masarik testified against H 782. Mr. Masarik stated that his two areas of
concern were covered by Representative Nate. He reiterated that this legislation
would give too much influence to the executive branch and the judicial process.
He suggested it seemed that there really was not anything broken with the
current process. He said he would like the legislature to take more time to
assess this legislation and consider any restructuring next year.

TESTIMONY:

Diane Minnich, Executive Director, Idaho State Bar, explained the Idaho
Board of Commissioners was created by statute and they were a self-governing
state agency. She stated she was testifying to give information to the Committee
and was not supporting either opinion on the legislation. The Board of
Commissioners was made up of plaintiffs lawyers, defense lawyers, judges,
small firms, large firms, and governmental lawyers. Everyone who was involved
in the judicial process and was a member of the Idaho State Bar had participated
on the Commission at some time or another in all different areas of law. Ms.
Minnich added she was concerned that 50 percent of the bar was made up of
firms with three or less people. Almost all of those people would be ineligible
to serve because they would not be able to meet the criteria in the statute with
the increasing number. These are the attorneys who do their work as general
practitioners. A broader representation of different areas of law makes sense, as
does having more lawyers and people because of size. This legislation would
eliminate many lawyers who would not be eligible to apply and it would not
broaden the scope of who is eligible. Ms. Minnich's biggest concern was the
Idaho State Bar wanted lawyers to be able to participate on the Council but this
legislation had the potential to limit the number who would be able to do so.

TESTIMONY:

Juneal Kerrick, Senior District Judge, appearing on behalf of the Idaho
Supreme Court, was against passage of this legislation. Judge Kerrick was
concerned that H 782 may have unintended consequences. Her concerns focus
on the following issues: 1) Will the changes hinder rather than help recruitment?
2) Will the specificity of the practice areas limit the rural general practitioners
from participating? 3) Will revealing the comments about the candidates hinder
the application pool? 4) Will the results lead to recusals or disqualifications?
5) Will the council get honest feedback from the survey participants? 6) The
salaries of the judiciary should not be included in a bill relating to organizational
issues. The judiciary deserve a bill of their own that values their work. 7) Will
salary compression between the district and magistrate judges reflect negatively
on judicial candidates? The court seeks to do whatever they can to help the
governor have a robust field of experienced candidates to chose from to become
Idaho judges. Judge Kerrick cautioned the Committee to take time to gather
the needed information, involve all of the stakeholders in the process, and make
good decisions to avoid unintended consequences.
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DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow asked what data Judge Kerrick had showing why people were
not applying for the judicial positions. Judge Kerrick stated the Bar survey
in 2009 was focused on judicial salary and recruitment. Both of those issues
were reasons that cause people to not want to be judges. Another reason that
has been noted was the challenge of going through the appointment process.
The differences in district and magistrate judges complicates salary issues.
Contested elections were another concern. They were usually self-funded and
there was no guarantee one would win the election. If a judge had to return to
private practice and start over, it makes the opportunity to serve as a judge less
inviting. Senator Wintrow asked Judge Kerrick how much collaboration she
had with the bill's sponsors and the Courts. Judge Kerrick stated she had not
had a lot of communications. The meetings and discussions that were held did
not result in the same language included in the bill. She suggested getting
more information from a broader base.

TESTIMONY:

Hyrum Erickson submitted written testimony and spoke virtually against
passage of H 782 (see Attachment 1).

TESTIMONY:

Laura Burri stated she opposed passage of H 782. Ms. Burri explained she
had practiced law for 36 years in Idaho. She had attended hundreds of Judicial
Council interviews in the process of helping women prepare for those interviews.
Ms. Burri commented the Council was very professional, efficient, nonpartisan
and more than competent to select some of the best candidates to be selected to
go to the Governor's Office. She added that the candidates were all treated fairly.

TESTIMONY:

Don Burnett, retired Dean, University of Idaho, College of Law, and part
time Executive Director of the Idaho Judicial Council submitted written testimony
and spoke virtually against passage of H 782 (see Attachment 2).

DISCUSSION:

Senator Wintrow asked if it would be possible to change the definition of
"qualified" in Idaho Code to reflect more characteristics of potential judges. Mr.
Burnett stated the Council looked for quality of the applicants. Characteristics
such as intellectual honesty, courtesy to others, diligence, and quality of
scholarship and knowledge are at the heart of the Judicial Council's function and
that was why they were referenced in the surveys.

TESTIMONY:

Terri Pickens Manweiler stated he was against passage of H 782. Mr.
Manweiler stated he was concerned about the executive branch having too
much power. He said it will narrow down the applicants even further because
the Council would be politicized and it would result in the candidates also being
politicized. Mr. Manweiler explained that making the surveys public would have
a negative impact on what the people are willing to say. The current survey
process had been used to help determine the temperament and credibility of
those who were to be selected for judges. By making it public, people will not
want to fill it out.

TESTIMONY:

Alicia Abbott, representing Voter to Voter Outreach Organizer for The
Idaho 97%, testified they were against passage of H 782. Ms. Abbott said
her organization supported the makeup and procedures currently used by the
Idaho Judicial Council. She stated they were concerned about nonpartisan
process risks, court packing by the executive branch, and devaluing of co-equal
branches of government.

TESTIMONY:

Tim Gresback listed the many legal positions he had held in the past 35 years
of being an attorney in Idaho. He assured the Committee that the lawyers in
the State of Idaho were very pleased with the quality of the Idaho Judiciary. He
implored the Committee to reject passage of H 782.
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TESTIMONY:

Darrin Fuchs testified against passage of H 782. Mr. Fuchs suggested there
were many questions relating to this legislation and suggested more study
should be done. He was very concerned that the law would not be applied in
a nonpartisan manner with the passage of H 782.
Senator Lee asked to have the record reflect that she stated Idaho has an
extraordinary and enviable judiciary and she was not unhappy with the Judicial
Council. She commented that possibly someone who was a transactional
attorney may not be the best choice to sit in judgement of judges or to sit on a
council to recruit judges. The salary issue was heavily negotiated and Senator
Lee was supportive of raises. Senator Lee added this was a process to replace
elected officials. Our constitution states these were elected positions and the
structure of the Judicial Council followed that process. She concluded with
clarification of the survey comments. Those comments were still going to be
private. If the source is listed, it is given. If not, it was still confidential. Senator
Lee reiterated that she believes it evens out the playing field to have access to
the survey comments.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send H 782 to the floor with a do pass
recommendation. Senator Thayn seconded the motion.

DISCUSSION:

Senator Burgoyne explained he had applied to be on the Judicial Council
many years ago, and he did not make the cut to go on the Governor's list. He
commented he had an exceptional experience in front of the Judicial Council.
He stated Idaho had the best judiciary he had seen in his career.
Senator Wintrow stated she was concerned about rushing this important
decision. She was not convinced this was the right time to make the change.
The legislation would overhaul a power dynamic and the Judiciary. The
perception was that it was an intent to shift power. Senator Wintrow concluded
it was important to keep an independent judiciary at all costs.
Senator Lodge complimented Senator Lee on her work and all of the time
spent studying the concerns of the people. She stated she appreciated the
judiciary and the independence they have shown. Senator Lodge mentioned
she was concerned about district judge recruitment and the pay issue. Attorneys
in private practice can make a lot more money with much less hassle in their
lives. She was also concerned about attaching judiciary salaries to the other
legislation in H 782. Her comment was to bring this legislation back next year.
Chairman Lakey added he thought there was some misunderstanding of the
legislation. He stated he believed the vetting process would result in better
vetted candidates. In his opinion, the Bar surveys were definitely a lobbied
process. Chairman Lakey commented he did not like the judicial salaries
added into the legislation. He would also like to see the distance between the
district and magistrate judges maintained because of the level and types of
cases they handle. Chairman Lakey felt the added diversity on the Council was
a positive addition by providing different perspectives. He indicated that it was
more appropriate to not have the Bar send the candidates directly to the Senate.
There are three branches of government involved in the selection process to
keep an even balance.
Senator Ricks stated he could see some advantages to the legislation and
would support a motion to send H 782 to the floor.
Senator Zito said she would support the original motion and would like all the
senators to have a chance to be involved in the decision.

SUBSTITUTE
MOTION:

Senator Burgoyne moved to hold H 782 in Committee. Senator Wintrow
seconded the motion. The substitute motion failed by voice vote.
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MOTION VOTE:

The motion to send H 782 to the floor with a do pass recommendation passed
by voice vote. Senator Burgoyne and Senator Wintrow asked to be recorded
as voting nay.

S 1414

Chairman Lakey stated this was a follow up to the correction bill on infamous
crimes against nature. Some defects were found relating to out of state residents
and the sex offender registry.

MOTION:

Senator Anthon moved to send S 1414 to the 14th Order for possible
amendment. Chairman Lakey seconded the motion. The motion passed by
voice vote.

PAGE
RECOGNITION:

Chairman Lakey thanked Shay Richardson for her service to the Idaho Senate
and the Senate Judiciary and Rules Committee. The Senate was shorthanded
this year and Shay stayed for the entire session. The Committee appreciated
her help during the second half of the session.

ADJOURNED:

There being no further business at this time, Chairman Lakey adjourned the
meeting at 2:35 p.m.

___________________________
Senator Lakey
Chair

___________________________
Sharon Pennington
Secretary
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